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lNTRODUCTION 

The association of bacteria and the human root canal was first described by van 

Leeuwenhoek in 16971
• Much later, in 1894, the "father" of oral microbiology, 

Willoughby D. Miller, examined the contents of diseased human dental pulp and found 

a melange of bacterial forms2• Miller also noted there was a variation between the 

bacterial forms found in the pulp chamber and the root canal. Since then, bacteria and 

their products, such as endotoxins and lipopolysaccharides, have been demonstrated to 

be the primary etiologic factors in endodontic disease3.4·5
·
6

•
7

• Consequently, pulpal 

necrosis and the resulting formation of periapical lesions only occur in the presence of 

bacteria8
•
9

•
10

•
11

• 

The Presence of Bacteria and Endodontic Disease 

The precise mechanism of how bacterial infection is related to pulpal degeneration 

and periapical destruction is not known. Various disease-inducing microorganisms likely 

interact with host resistance factors and contribute to tissue breakdown. 

The work by Kakehashi et al. 8 presents a compelling argument for bacteria as the 

etiologic agents of endodontic disease. These investigators studied two populations of 

rats, 15 conventional and 21 that were raised germ free. Pulps of maxillary right first 

molars were surgically exposed, then left unsealed (ie. exposed to the oral environment). 

The animals were observed and sacrificed at varying times from 1 to 42 days after 

exposure. Serial sections of the teeth were studied histologically. The striking finding was 
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that pulpal and periapical disease were only observed in the normal rodent population, 

not in the germ-free population. By the eighth day, vital pulp tissue was only seen in 

the apical one half of the exposed teeth of the conventional animals. Complete pulpal 

necrosis with granuloma and abscess formation was observed in all of the older 

specimens. No evidence of healing was seen. In contrast, no devitalized pulps, apical 

granulomas, or abscesses were found in the germ-free animals. Dentinal bridging began 

at 14 days post exposure and was complete by 28 days. 

Using the same animal model, Kakehashi et al.9 later evaluated the effects of 

medicaments including corticosteroids on exposed pulps. They still found the presence 

of microbes to be the common factor in the presence or absence of pulpal and periapical 

disease. 

Paterson10
•
12

, Paterson and Watts 11
, Balick 13

, and Korzen et al.', also using 

germ-free animal models, found clear evidence to support the earlier findings of 

Kakehashi et al. 8 Moller et al. 14 also examined the role of infected and non-infected 

pulp tissue. In this study, primate teeth were mechanically devitalized leaving pulp tissue 

in the canal systems. The pulp chambers were either sealed aseptically or left open to the 

oral flora. Endodontic disease (apical periodontitis) was only seen in those samples where 

the necrotic pulp was infected. The findings of Moller et al. 14 disputed earlier beliefs 

that necrotic tissue itself was etiologic15
•
16 or that stagnant canal fluid, as proposed by 

the Hollow Tube Theory, fomented and exacerbated periapical disease. This of course 

does not take into consideration formalin altered dental pulp tissue that may effect an 

autoimmune response 17
•18 • The Hollow Tube Theory, while alluring, was demonstrated 
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to be invalid19·20.21·22·23 , Another report suggests that with control of infection, 

there can be rapid clinical apexogenesis of nonvital immature permanent teeth with 

necrotic pulps when they are involved with an acute endodontic cellulitis24 . 

The overall conclusion from these studies is that pulpal and periapical 

inflammation is observed with bacterial infection and that pulpal healing, as evidenced 

by dentin bridging, is observed less frequently with severe bacterial infection25·26·27. 

Pathways to the Pulp 

Sources of pulpal and periapical infection are caries3,28,29,30,3I,32 
' 

anachoresi s32,33,34,3s 
' 

extension of periodontal di sease32·35·36 
' 

and 

microleakage37·38·39·40·41 . The demineralization of dentinal tubules, which occurs 

during the progression of caries, may allow the ingress of microorganisms or their 

products into the pulp42. 

Pulpal contamination also may result from penetration of dentinal tubules by 

bacteria and toxins from dental plaque or oral fluids following coronal fractures or 

operative procedures in which freshly cut dentinal tubules are exposed to the oral 

microbiota43·44
• However these assumptions may not be as clear as once thought. 

Pashley and co-workers45
.46 found that dentin permeability decreased significantly 

within hours after dentin was exposed peripherally. They further suggest that 

precipitation of high molecular weight proteins47 may be responsible for this reduction 

in dentin permeability that is independent of reparative dentin formation. This would 

corroborate the earlier finding that bacterial penetration of non-carious dentin to the pulp 
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is a rare finding, even after long-term exposure of dentin to the oral micro flora48
• 

Nonetheless, dentin is not an effective barrier against the diffusion of bacterial 

components49
• 

The effect of periodontal disease on the pulp does not appear to be as clear-cut 

as the effect of pulpal disease on the periodontium. Conflicting studies and opinions have 

been reported regarding this relationship50
•
51

•
52

•
53

•
54

• While there is similarity in the 

types of organisms associated with each disease, there may be pathogens unique to each 

as wel155
• Less disputed is the direct extension of periodontal infection through lateral 

canals and dentinal tubal pathways56
•
57 secondary to periodontal 

therapy58
•
59

•
60

•
61

•
62 or the involvement from cracks6l, or anatomical 

defects64
•
65

•
66

• 

Endodontic Pathogens 

A wide variety of microorganisms have been reported associated with pulpal and 

periapical disease. Moore et a!. 67 relate that more than 300 bacterial species normally 

inhabit the oral cavity. Historically, the predominant microbial group isolated from 

endodontic samples was the facultative anaerobic alpha-hemolytic streptococci68•
69

• 

Other aerobic organisms including enterococci, diphtheroids, micrococci, staphylococci, 

lactobacilli, enteric bacteria, Candida, Neisseria and Veillonella were also commonly 

reported by various investigators using standard aerobic sampling and culturing 

methods70
• In the 1970's, development of techniques for isolation and growth of 

obligate anaerobes71 allowed investigators to show that these organisms are routinely 

found in pulpal-periapical disease and are the predominant types68• 
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Most endodontic studies using anaerobic culturing techniques have focused on the 

microflora from necrotic pulps with associated periapical lesions. Reports of specific 

predominant species differ. This is highlighted by a review and comparison of studies by 

Oguntebi et al.72 and Williams et al.73 

Williams et alY examined the aspirate of I 0 abscesses of endodontic origin that 

had produced fluctuant soft tissue swelling. To select representative colony types of all 

bacterial growth from these samples, the investigators randomly selected I 00 colonies 

from each of the 10 samples for a total of 1000 isolates. For identification and 

speciation, each bacterial isolate required over 40 tests representing more than 40,000 

diagnostic tests and observations for this one study. Even with this enormous 

undertaking, some of the recovered samples were not completely identified. 

The study by Oguntebi et al.72 was similar in that these investigators examined 

aspirates of 10 abscesses of endodontic origin, also presenting with fluctuant soft tissue 

swelling. However, 'selection criteria, transport methods, and the nutritional environment 

differed from those of Williams. Nonetheless, complete identification was reported of all 

strains bacteria recovered. 

Results from these two studies show Fusobacterium nucleatum was the organism 

most frequently recovered by Williams et al.73 while F. nucleatum and Streptococcus 

mitis were the most prevalent organisms as reported by Oguntebi et al.72 They72 suggested 

that these bacteria occur often as a pair, while Williams et al.73 recovered F. nucleatum 

paired with Peptostreprococcus micros, and did not report the presence of S. mitis 

Findings for the Bacteroides sp. are interesting also. Williams et a!. 73 reported 6 strains 
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of Bacteroides species and 4 Bacteroides isolates they could not identify beyond genus. 

Oguntebi's group only reported 2 bacterial strains identified as B. intermedius while 

asaccharolytic Bacteroides strains were not reported at all. Such differences are not 

uncommon. These studies illustrate the difficulty in comparing studies of endodontic 

pathogens. 

The most frequently recovered species by Sundqvist, et al. 74 were F. nucleatum, 

Bacteroides imennedius, P. micros, Peprostreptococcus anaerobius, Eubacterium lentum 

and Eubacterium alacrolyricum. Numerous other strains were isolated in these 

investigations as well. Several studies are summarized in Table I that have reported 

bacterial organisms recovered from the dental root canal75
•
76

•
77

•
78

•
79

•
80

•
81

• Several 

studies have also been reported identifying organisms recovered from periapical 

abscesses n,73,82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89,9o,9I,92.93. Selected studies are summarized 

in Tables II and III. 

Numerous factors may contribute to the varied findings regarding the organisms 

present in endodontic studies. These include a changing environment during the disease 

process, sampling technique used, time of sample, culturing technique, prior antibiotic 

therapy, quantity of viable organisms present and appropriate media being used, possible 

specimen contamination, transport procedures, inadequate culture methods for recovery 

of obligate anaerobes, and deficiencies in taxonomy of the oral flora94
• It is also 

possible that in chronic phases of periapical disease, bacteria of the root canal are walled 

off from the periapical tissue by a zone of leukocytes or epithelial cells in the apical part 

of the root canal and they are only present in the periapical tissue during acute phases95
• 
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While bacteria are the major causes of the endodontic disease process, there is no 

consensus as to causative species. Results of studies vary markedly and no organism or 

organisms have been identified as principal endodontic pathogens. Furthermore, there 

is no evidence support a cause-and-effect relationship between a specific microbe (or 

microbes) and distinctive manifestations of endodontic disease, although Bacteroides 

melaninogenicus (P.melaninogenica) has been implicated as important in symptomatic 

periapical inflammation74
•
96

•
97

• 

Recovery and Identification of Endodontic Pathogens 

In the early treatment of endodontic disease, bacterial culture had been used as an 

indicator for completion of treatment98
• That is, positive findings from culture indicated 

that obturation, or final sealing of the root canal system, should not take place99
• 

However, reports soon began to appear suggesting that negative culture was more likely 

dependent on medium and environment rather than presence or absence of 

organisms 100
• In the 1970's, Morse101

•102 and others103•104 •105• 106,107 ,108 

challenged the necessity of using culture techniques as an indicator for obturation in 

endodontic treatment. Since then, emphasis has been directed toward examining 

anaerobic organisms and determining the significance of their presence78
•
109

•
110

•
111

•
74

• 

Working with prereduced media and anaerobic· methodology112
•
113

, anaerobic bacteria 

were recovered with increased frequency and incidence78
•
88

•
109

•
110

•
114

•
115

·11
6

,
117

• 

These studies demonstrate that with anaerobic technique, obligate anaerobes are routinely 

associated with pulpal necrosis and, by association, were of clinical importance. 
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Sundqvisf4 reported that when he sampled necrotic pulps of traumatized teeth, free of 

caries or restorations, there was a 90% incidence of anaerobes. Later investigations 

using aerobic techniques only, still . reported a predominance of· 01-hemolytic 

streptococci70
. 

While advances have been made in techniques for the identification of endodontic 

pathogens, few have been widely applied. Recovery of bacteria, particularly fastidious 

anaerobes, is difficult. The variables discussed above, as well as differing growth 

characteristics of organisms, may be responsible for conflicting or questionable results 

from the use of traditional culturing techniques as well as the laboratories using those 

techniques118
• For these reasons, a technique allowing direct analysis of the microbial 

flora would be desirable. 

Investigators currently use antibodies produced against periodontal pathogens as 

well as DNA probes for the identification of bacteria associated with periodontal 

disease119
•
120

•
121

•
122

• The development of DNA probe techniques has produced 

clinically applicable tests, which can quantitate key pathogens with reliability and avoids 

some of the technical limitations encountered by conventional culturing methods123
• 

Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy has been used in the detection and 

quantification of microorganisms in pulpal and periapical tissue samples80
•
124

• 

Bacteroides species were detected from dental pulp specimens in 86% of extracted teeth 

and 49% of clinical samples using indirect immunofluorescence compared to 27% and 

20% respective identification using anaerobic culturing techniques on the same samples80
• 
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It is fairly well accepted that endodontic disease involves a mixed 

infection14·74·125·126·127·128
• Yet, again, there is no clear agreement as to which 

amalgamation of organisms constitutes the climax community80. The microorganisms 

found in soft tissue infections of endodontic origin may be the same as those precipitating 

pulpal infection. They might also be opportunists which establish during the necrotic 

process. If a multiple bacterial flora were originally present, the dental pulp could favor 

prevalence of one species while the periapical tissues favor another129• Also, 

differences in isolates may result from fluctuations in the proportion of organisms over 

a given time or through the course of the disease and treatment attempts. 

Several factors complicate attempts to catalog members of such communities, if 

indeed they exist. First, 12 or less species might only be isolated from any single 

endodontic canal or lesion74·78·130, Also the number of cells recovered may be less than 

lxl0274. Additionally, large periapical lesions appear to have more cell types and larger 

numbers of cells suggesting that changes in bacterial flora take place with time131 and 

development of the lesion. The probability that ecological relationships exist between 

endodontic pathogens is significant since pure cultures of recovered endodontic pathogens 

seldom survive inoculation into animal models unless other bacteria are 

presentt3t,t32,t33,t34. 

These ecological relationships may depend on nutritional and environmental (eg 

oxidation-reduction potential) factors and interactions between bacterial 

species114
•
135·136·137

• Establishing a viable microbial community within the root 

system requires an appropriate nutritional environment. Fastidious organisms obtain 
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nutrients from surrounding tissue fluid and from the disintegration of cells within the 

connective tissue138
• Products from other bacteria present can be used as well. It is 

probable that exchanges of nutrients and other factors play a major role in establishing 

any microbial community in the root canal system131
• Many of the microorganisms in 

infected root canals can utilize amino acids and simple peptides as energy sources139
, 

creating the potential for a number of complex interactions131
• 

Taxonomy 

The taxonomic organization of bacteria is not static and is continually evolving 

as the phylogenetic significance of molecular and genetic data is revealed140
• When 

many strains of bacteria from a given source are examined, they can usually be divided 

into a series of discontinuous clusters, and it is these clusters of strains that are termed 

species by microbiologists. A microbial species is strictly an empirical entity. The final 

form of a taxonomic scheme will be dependent on the interest of the microbiologist to 

study a given group of microbes. A medical microbiologist prefers a scheme of 

classification that correlates with pathogenicity, to be· useful in the diagnosis and 

treatment of disease. A bacterial physiologist, however, is unlikely to be satisfied with 

a scheme such as that which has evolved for Staphylococcus where assignment of a strain 

to a genus is made chiefly on the basis of two characteristics which correlate with 

observed pathogenicity94
• 

As example, what was once reported in the literature as B. melaninogenicus has 

evolved to several species based on various homology techniques. A new genus, 

Prevotella, now incorporates the moderately saccharolytic species B. melaninogenicus as 
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well as several related species formerly classified in the genus Bacteroides141
• Among 

these related species is B. intermedius, now classified as P. imermedia. As further 

example, Porphyromonas is a newly extablished genus that includes species previously 

identified as asaccharolytic black-pigmenting Bacteroides. Included in the new genus are 

Porphyromonas asaccharolyticus, Porphyromonas gingiva/is, and P01phyromonas 

endodontalis142
• To avoid any confusion, it should be clarified that the present thesis 

will use those taxonomic classifications of bacteria as currently accepted. However, 

when citing studies and reports in historical perspective, taxonomic classifications are 

used as originally reported. 

Target Species 

Eubacrerium lentum 

The target organism, E. lemum143 is a member of the genus 

Eubacrerium 144
• This genus is found in a convenience compilation of genera that are 

irregular, nonsporing Gram-positive rods 145
• Little is known of the phylogenetic 

relationships of the species currently classified in the genus and much work is needed to 

resolve their taxonomic status145
• The problem is highlighted by the uncertain taxonomic 

position of the new type species E. limosum 146
•
141

• E. lentum is a obligate anaerobe 
I 

with a cell size that ranges from 0.2-0.4 x 0.2-2.0 Jtm. It occurs singly, in pairs, and in 

short chains. Surface colonies on horse blood agar are 0.5-2.0 mm, circular, raised to 

low convex, translucent to semiopaque, dull to shiny, smooth, and sometimes with 

mottled appearance145
• E. lenrum has been isolated from human feces148

•
149 and from 
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blood, postoperative wounds, and various kinds of abscesses (brain, rectal, scrotal, 

pelvic)150 • 

Fusobacterium nucleatum 

The target organism, F. nucleatum, is a member of the family 

Bacteroidaceae and the genus Fusobacrerium 151
• F. nucleatum is also the type species 

of the genus. F. nuclearum are nonsporeforming rods that are Gram-negative, obligately 

anaerobic, and nonmotile. The mol% G + C of the DNA is 27-28. Cells from glucose 

broth cultures are fusiform. Dimensions are usually 0.4-0.7 by 3-10 ,um with tapered to 

pointed ends and often have central swellings and intracellular granules. Cell length is 

variable but is fairly uniform within actively growing cultures. Cells do not possess pili 

or flagella152
•153• When grown on blood agar, colonies are 1-2 mm in diameter, 

circular to slightly irregular convex to pulvinate, translucent and are occasionally 

hemolytic. It has also been determined that F. nucleatum can grow in the presence of 

some oxygen and survive exposure to air for over an hour154 • Rapid identification of 

Fusobacterium spp. is hampered by their inability to ferment carbohydrates and the 

availability of relatively few useful phenotypic characters155 • 

F. nucleatum has been isolated from the gingival margin and sulcus and from 

infections of the upper respiratory tract and pleural cavity, and occasionally from wounds 

and other kind of infections156
• From DNA/DNA homology studies of 50 strains 

isolated from human gingival sulci and adjacent tooth surfaces, homology values 

(hydroxylapatite method) ranged from 60 to more than 90% with DNA from F. 
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nucleatum and 3 other reference strains 157
• This indicates a fair amount of genetic 

diversity within this species. This diversity was seen among multiple strains isolated from 

different sites within the same mouth. 

Peptostreptococcus micros 

The target organism, P. micros158
•
159 is a member of the genus 

Peptostreptococcus160
• Peptostreptococcus has been placed in a convenience collection 

of 15 different genera which are phylogenetically and phenotypically quite diverse. Their 

common physiological characteristics include being Gram-positive, chemoorganotrophic, 

mesophilic, and non sporing. Carbohydrates are not fermented. Arrangement of the cells, 

oxygen requirements, and catalase are the most convenient features for initial separation 

of possible identities161
• Cells are 0.3-0.7 ,um and typically occur in pairs and chains 

of 6-20 elements. Surface colonies are 1.0 mm in diameter, circular, entire, convex, 

smooth, shiny and opaque white to translucent gray. The inol% G + C of the DNA is 

27-28162•163 • P. micros is frequently isolated from human clinical specimens including 

brain, lung, jaw, head, neck and bite abscess, spinal fluid, blood and abscesses of other 

body sites164
• It has been reported that some individuals have humoral antibody to P. 

micros165
• 

Bacteroides species (PO!yJhyromonas and Prevotella) 

Black-pigmented Bacteroides species are present in most polymicrobial purulent 

infections originating from the oral cavityl66
•
167

•168 • The traditional category of 

black-pigmented Bacteroides constitute a heterogenous group of organisms. They were 

originally included in one species, B. melaninogenicus but were then divided into at least 
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nine species. Further investigation into the heterogeneity of the species led to their 

separation into three distinct genera, Bacteroides, Porphyromonas, and Prevotella. There 

are differences in the virulence potential of these species. B. gingiva/is (P. gingiva/is) has 

been shown to produce severe rapidly spreading abscesses while B. intermedius (P. 

intermedia) and B. endodontalis (P. endodomalis) cause localized abscesses127
•132•

169
• 

It is probable that the proteolytic activity of these organisms is a highly significant 

virulence factor. Proteinases from black pigmented Bacteroides have effects on plasma 

proteins involved in the defense process. B. gingiva/is has been shown to degrade or 

functionally eliminate immunoglobulins170
•
171

, complement factors C3 and C5170, 

plasma proteinase inhibitors172 , iron-handling proteins173
, and key factors of the 

plasma proteinase cascade systems174 • Other black-pigmented Bacteroides-like species 

such as B. asaccharolyticus (Porphyromonas asaccharolyticus), B. demicola (Prevotella 

denticola), B. endodontalis (P. endodontalis), B. intermedius (P. imermedia), B. 

melaninogenicus (P. melaninogenica), and B. loeschei (Prevotella loeschei) are able to 

degrade one or several of these proteins173
•174 • Most evidence indicates that the traditional 

black-pigmented Bacteroides achieve their pathogenicity by synergistic actions with other 

bacteria135
• 

Prevorella intem1edia 

The target organism, P. intermedia175
•
176 is a member of the genus 

Prevotella140
•
171 and the family Bacteroidaceae178 • Prevotella melaninogenica is the 

type species for the genus. P. intennedia is a Gram-negative, nonsporeforming rod that 

is nonmotile and obligately anaerobic. Cells are 0.4-0.7 ~-tm by 1.5-2.0 ~-tm with some 
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cells up to 12 J.lm long. Surface colonies are generally circular, entire, convex, minute-

2.0 mm in diameter, smooth, and shiny. Hemolysis is variable. After incubation on 

blood agar colonies may be translucent, opaque, light brown, gray, or black. Hemin and 

menadione are required for growth of most strains. The mol% G + Cis 41-44179
• P. 

intermedia is fermentative and is an indigenous member of the oral flora. It is a 

predominant component of the subgingival flora in acute necrotizing ulcerative gingivitis 

and pregnancy gingivitis180
• 

P01phyromonas gingiva/is 

The target organism P. gingivalis 141
•
181 is a member of the genus 

Porphyromonas141
•
111 and the family Bacteroidaceae178 • Porphyromonas asaccharolytica 

is the type species for the genus. P. gingiva/is is Gram-negative, asaccharolytic and 

obligately anaerobic as well. Cells from broth cultures are 0.5-2.0 J.lm, but longer cells 

occasionally are seen as well as shorter, almost spherical forms. Surface colonies formed 

by P. gingiva/is are usually 1-2 mm, convex, smooth, not attached to the agar, and form 

black pigment in 7-10 days. 80 The DNA G + C mol% is 46.5-48.5182
• Jin183 reports 

at least 19 distinct strains of P. gingiva/is. There is a direct correlation between P. 

gingiva/is and rapidly progressing alveolar bone destruction in periodontal disease168
• 

Porphyromonas endodontalis 

The target organism P. endodonralis 184
•
185 is a member of the genus 

Porphyromonas171 and the family Bacteroidaceae178• It is asaccharolytic, Gram-negative, 

a strict anaerobe, and requires hemin and vitamin K1 or menadione for growth. Colonies 

are 1-2 mm, low convex, circular, smooth, and entire. Cells are 0.4 to 0.6 by I .0 to 1.5 
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JLITI. Its G + C mol% is 49.6- 50.2186
• The type strain for this species was identified 

from two asaccharolytic black-pigmented Bacteroides-like strains that were isolated by 

Sundqvisf4
• These strains had negligible DNA homology with either P. gingiva/is or P. 

' 
asaccharolyticusm. 

Wolinella recta 

One of the present study's target organisms, W. recta, is a member of the 

family Bacteroidaceae and the genus Wolinella188
• The genus was named after M.J. 

Wolin189
, an American bacteriologist who first isolated the type species Wolinella 

succinogenes190
• W. recta can be found as helical, curved, or straight unbranched cells 

that are 0.5-1.0 !Lm in diameter. They range from 2-6 JLm in length, with rounded or 

tapered ends. W. recta are anaerobic, Gram-negative, and do not produce spores. They 

exhibit motility though the use of a single polar flagellum. When cultured, W. recta 

produce pale yellow-opaque to gray translucent colonies. The colonies also may exhibit 

convex, pitting, and spreading variants. These variations are medium dependent. 

Hydrogen and formate are electron donors and are used as energy sources. Fumarate and 

N03 are used as electron acceptors. The formate is oxidized to C02, while fumarate is 

reduced to succinate. Carbohydrates are not fermented and do not support growth. 

Hydrogen sulfide is produced. W. recta are catalase negative and the mol% G + C of 

the DNA is 42-48 (T"Y89
• The peripheral layers of the W. recta cell consists of distinct 

inner and outer membranes that are straight and parallel with a trilaminar structure191
• 

W. recta grows optimally at 3]0C in an atmosphere of 80% N2, 10% C02 , and 

10% H2• This species is extremely sensitive to antibiotics, dyes and indicators when 
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tested by an in vitro dilution technique. W. recta is also sensitive to sonic oscillation. The 

pathogenic potential of Wolinella strains is unknown although W. recta has been isolated 

in higher proportions from periodontal sites of adults with alveolar bone loss than from 

healthy sites. W. recta strains have been isolated from periodontal pockets of adults with 

periodontal disease, from necrotic dental root canals, and from periapical granulomas 

associated with necrotic pulps74
•
192

•
193

•
194

• It has also been isolated foot-rot lesions 

in goats195
• 

DNA Probes 

DNA technology has the capability to detect specific nucleic acid sequences. By 

monitoring the reassociation kinetics of a radioactively labeled, randomly sheared DNA 

probe in the presence and absence of DNA or RNA samples, the quantity of specific 

nucleotide sequences in those samples can be readily determined196
•
197

• These 

sequences can then be used to identify specific bacterial species198
., 

Since DNA is a double helix with corresponding strands of nucleic acid 

molecules, hybridization requires the denaturing, or separation of these strands from each 

other. Ideally, pure bacterial culture DNA would be enzyme-digested to produce 

individual fragments that are specific and representative of that particular bacterial 

species. Following identification labeling, they would be stored as a "DNA library" for 

future tests. Bacterial samples submitted for analysis would be lysed and DNA extracted, 

denatured and attached to a nitrocellulose or nylon filter for testing. Alternatively, 

samples could be directly placed on filters and chemically lysed and denatured. Filter-
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bound samples would then be exposed to the labeled strands from the DNA library. The 

alignment or re-attachment of like nucleic acid sequences is the process that supports the 

test methodology. With removal of non-aligned fragments by washing, the linked strands 

attached to the filter would be exposed to autoradiographic plates to determine the extent 

of hybridization that may have occurred 199. Use of molecular hybridization techniques 

and quantitative sample preparation procedures have enabled investigators to establish 

conditions for the rapid detection of lxl02 - lxl03 cells with whole genomic 

probes122,2oo. 

Similar to DNA probe selection, the selection of a hybridization assay depends 

on the amount of specificity and sensitivity required for the identification of a given 

sample. Also considered in the selection criteria are the practical considerations of cost, 

speed, reliability, ease of use, and difficulty in interpretation of the assay. Four types of 

DNA hybridization assays are most often used201
• They are I) Southern blot'02 2) dot 

or spot blot203
, (3) in situ hybridization, and (4) sandwich hybridization assays2!11. 

Southern blot assays involve the isolation and purification of the specimen DNA. 

DNA is then subjected to digestion by restriction endonucleases. These digestion products 

are separated by electrophoresis on an agarose gel, denatured, and transferred to a solid 

matrix, such as a nitrocellulose membrane, thus maintaining the relative positions of the 

DNA fragments in the gel. The membrane-bound specimen DNA is then hybridized with 

radioactively labeled DNA probes. In this way, homology between probe and target 

DNA as well as resulting restriction endonuclease patterns can be evaluated. 
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Several days or weeks of autoradiography exposure is usually required to 

determine if any probe hybridization occurred. The advantage of using the Southern blot 

procedure is that significant information about the genetic contents of a given organism 

is determined. Both the quantity and size of specific DNA or mRNA sequences can be 

measured205
• With this technique, sequences within digests of total eukaryotic DNA 

can by identified206 .207
•
208

• It is an extremely useful technique for such applications 

as analyses of chromosomal abnormalities. The procedure is, however, too involved and 

lengthy for use in routine or large-scale clinical investigations or identification of bacteria 

that may be associated with infectious diseases. 

The dot-blot procedure203
, similar to the Southern blot, requires isolated and 

purified specimen DNA. The DNA is denatured and applied to a suitable solid matrix 

(e.g., nitrocellulose). However, differing from the Southern blot, specimen DNA is not 

subjected to restriction endonuclease digestion or electrophoretic separation prior to 

hybridization with a target-specific probe. The hybridization of probe DNA to the target 

DNA is detected either by visual inspection, if nonradioactive probe labeling techniques 

are used, or by autoradiography, when radioactively labeled probes are used. It is 

difficult to evaluate the sensitivity of a dot-blot procedure using a radioactive probe, since 

increasing the amount of probe DNA or the autoradiography exposure time always 

increase sensitivity as well as cost and time209
• 

The spot-blot assay is very similar to the dot-blot assay. The difference is in the 

treatment of specimens, which are placed directly onto the solid matrix without prior 

extraction of DNA, and lysed on the filter. With this modification, the assay is 
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streamlined and thus more practical for the clinical laboratory. Spot-blot hybridization 

assays are easier to perform and do not require the use of equipment that is expensive 

or too technical. Several different samples can be examined simultaneously, so 

automation may be possible. One difficulty often encountered is that of high background 

radiation, which may interfere with the interpretation of assay results. 

The third DNA hybridization format is in situ hybridization. With in situ 

hybridization, the DNA or RNA in the cells of a fixed bacterial culture are hybridized 

to DNA probes directly on a microscope slide201
• When nonradioactive systems are used, 

microscopy can be used to determine results. Autoradiography can be used if the DNA 

probes are labeled with radioisotopes. Benefits of this technique include the retention of 

cellular morphology, the ability to perform both prospective and retrospective analysis 

of biopsy specimens for research or diagnostic purposes,and the potential for 

distinguishing a single bacterial pathogen in a community of as many as lx10S-lx106 

nonpathogenic cells, if the cell contains a detectable level of pathogen DNA or RNA. 

Enhancement of sensitivity of in situ hybridization procedures through target 

amplification is being developed as well210
• A major concern associated with the use 

of in situ hybridization assays is that they are not currently suitable for screening large 

numbers of specimens. However, progress is being made toward automation of assays 

and their analysis201
•
211

• 

The final assay to be reviewed is the sandwich hybridization assay204
•
212

•
213

• 

These assays are very specitic since at least two different pathogen-specific probes 

hybridize to the target DNA. More multiple pathogen-specific probes can be used, 
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increasing specificity over the single probe strategy found in the other assays. In 

sandwich hybridization assays, one probe (the capture sequence) is bound to a solid 

support and binds (or captures) the specimen DNA. A second probe (the signaling 

probe), with a sequence that is adjacent to the capture sequence on the target DNA, 

hybridizes to the support-bound target DNA. This signaling probe can be labeled with 

either radioactive molecules such as 3H, 35S, 32P, 125!, or with non-radioactive molecules 

such as biotin, sulfonates, digoxigenin, or various fluorescent dyes. 

The specificity of this assay is enhanced with both the use of multiple probes and 

the removal of nonspecific cellular material. The removal of material in the early part 

of the assay reduces the effects of contaminating microorganisms and tissue debris. These 

factors, with the physical setup of the assay, permits larger volumes of clinical specimens 

to be analyzed with greater accuracy. Thus, using sandwich assays for larger clinical 

samples may result in greater assay sensitivity for direct detection. Since sandwich 

assays are also suited for automation, their use becomes apparent for rapid, large-scale 

testing of clinical specimens. 

Probe Preparation 

Preparation of DNA probes begins with the extraction and purification of DNA 

from pure bacterial cultures. Lysis of cells is usually accomplished by use of enzymes 

such as lysozyme and proteinase K214
; chemical action, such as sodium hydroxide215

; 

and use of detergents such as SDS214•215 to disn1pt cell walls. Gram-negative bacteria are 

usually readily lysed by traditional methods, however, Gram-positive bacteria may be 

refractive to such techniques and require additional treatment with such chemicals as 
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dimethyl sulfoxide216 or achromopeptidase217
• The Gram-positive bacteria also may 

need to be cultured with antibiotics or glycine218
•
219 to make the cell walls more 

susceptible to the action of enzymes and detergent. Following cell lysis, the DNA is 

separated from cellular proteins by partitioning with organic solvents such as phenol 

and/or chloroform and isoamyl alcohol214
• Treatment with RNase and pro teases removes 

associated RNA and additional protein208
• DNA can be further purified by cesium 

chloride gradient centrifugation220 or adsorption to hydroxyapatite221
• Purified DNA 

is dissolved in a minimum volume of buffer such as SSC or TE, its concentration 

determined by spectrophotometric absorbance at 260 nm, and can then be stored at ooc 

for future use. 

To develop useful probes, specificity and sensitivity testing must be carried out. 

Specificity testing determines if probes are specific for a particular organism, or if they 

also recognize other organisms. This would occur if organisms shared common DNA 

sequences. As an initial goal is to develop probes utilizing the entire cellular genome, 

chance of cross reactivity of at least a few sequences does exist. This is examined by 

dot blot hybridizations. Cellular DNA is subjected to a process known as nick 

translation222 to radioactively label probes which are then used to react with unlabeled 

cellular DNA of the same species bound to nitrocellulose or nylon filters. With 32P

labeled deoxynucleoside triphosphate as substrates, the pre-existing, unlabeled nucleotides 

in the DNA template are replaced by radioactive ones; the specific activity of the DNA 

depends upon the specific activity of the substrates and the extent of nucleotide 

replacement221
• 
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During the process of nick translation, the enzyme DNAse I is used to "nick" or 

make cuts in the double-stranded DNA. Thi.s is followed by the addition of DNA 

Polymerase I and radioactively labeled nucleotides to the nicked DNA. The polymerase 

catalyzes the addition of the labeled nucleotides to the 3' end of the nick, while 

eliminating existing nucleotides from the 5' side. Addition of sodium hydroxide or 

heating to 70°C for 5 minutes inactivates the DNase and DNA polymerase. The 

resulting fragments are the labeled probes, consisting of double-stranded DNA containing 

32P-labeled nucleotides. Size of probes can be determined by agarose gel chromatography 

run with a known standard DNA digest, if desired. Nick translation generally results in 

probes of an average length of 40()222-600223 base pairs. Prior to use in hybridization 

experiments, labeled probes are passed through a Sephadex G-50 column to remove 

unincorporated nucleotides prior to determination of specific activity of the probe224
• 

Unlabeled DNA from known stock cultures are placed on nitrocellulose or nylon 

filters and labeled probes are added. DNA probes from one organism should recognize 

complementary sequences from the same organism and bind, or hybridize, while not 

binding to unlike sequences. Washing removes excess label and the filter is placed on 

photographic film overnight. The radioactive 32P exposes the film and labeled areas are 

thus visible after processing. 

As mentioned above, both the labeled DNA probes and the unlabeled target DNA 

samples are double stranded, so denaturing, or separation of strands, must be completed 

before their use. This allows a labeled single strand to seek out and hybridize to a 

complementary unlabeled strand in the test sample. Double-stranded DNA is held 
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together by hydrogen bonds that can be broken by heat or high pH. DNA test samples 

are denatured by heating to 95°C for 5 minutes. They are then spotted onto filters 

wetted with SSC and water and baked at sooc for two hours to immobilize and stabilize 

the DNA. Cells directly spotted onto filters are lysed and the DNA denatured by the 

addition of sodium hydroxide(NaOH), and then baked. Denaturing of labeled probes can 

be accomplished by mixing with sheared stock salmon sperm DNA and boiling for 10 

minutes immediately prior to testing. As the DNA molecule will reanneal into the 

double-stranded configuration with the removal of the heat source, the labeled single 

strands will reanneal, or hybridize, with complementary bound, unlabeled single target 

strands. This creates labeled, double-stranded DNA bound to the filter, which can be 

used to expose autoradiographic film and create a visible signal. The greater the number 

of complementary sequences between target and probe, the greater the binding, thus the 

greater the signal. The addition of unlabeled salmon sperm DNA aids in the reduction 

of high background signals due to non-specific binding of labeled DNA probes, as these 

denatured strands will compete for the non-specific binding sites. 

In order to further decrease the possibility of non-specific binding of non

complementary DNA, an excess of denatured, unlabeled stock salmon sperm DNA is 

added to a pre-hybridization buffer which is used to saturate the membrane prior to 

hybridization testing. Labeled probes are then added to the filter and hybridized 

overnight at the desired temperature, then washed to remove unhybridized and poorly 

matched (weakly bound) probes and autoradiography conducted as previously described. 
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Providing whole genomic probes show excellent sensitivity, but inadequate 

specificity, those displaying cross-reactivity will be subjected to subtractive hybridization 

procedures225 • Briefly, this procedure involves nick translation of the cross-reacting 

DNA's, however, one sample is labeled with 32P and one with non-radioactive biotin. 

These samples are then denatured and incubated together to allow hybridization of the 

common sequences. Samples are also incubated with an excess of avidin, which has a 

high affinity for biotin. Samples are then nm through an iminodiacetic-acid-agarose 

column charged with copper sulfate. The avidin becomes bound to the copper sulfate, 

preventing biotin-labeled probes as well as biotin-radioactive hybrids from passing 

through the column. The radioactively labeled probes that pass through the column are 

then used again in dot blot specificity tests. This procedure is repeated, if necessary, 

until no cross-reactivity is observed. 
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Kantz und Hcmy7
' 

No. of cnscs 24 

Culwre positive(%) 67 

Anaerobes 

Actinomyces sp. • 
A.b isrnelii 15 
A. nneslundii 
A. viscosus 

Bacteroides sp.~ 4 
B." buccne 
B. dent.icoln 

B. endodontalis 
B. gingh·:tlis 

B. intermedius 

B. loeschei 

B. melaninogenicus 

Fncultnlive 
nnaerobes 

Actinomyces sp. 

Bifidobncteriwn sp. 8 
Eubo.cteriwn sp. 
E. fnecnlis 
F. c nuclentwn 

l....:ictobacillus sp. 
P/ nnnerobius 
P. micros 

Propionibnclcriwn 

'P· 
Streptococcus 
S. intermedius 

S. mutnns 
Staphylococcus 
Veillonella parvula 

Not identified beyond species. 
Actinomyces 

Bergenholtz16 

84 

64 

62 

8 

'· 
d. 

TABLE I. Bacteria from Dental Pulp Canals 

\Vingow nnd Zuvistoski et nl. 71 

Snbiston17 

40 

80 

2 

4 

2 

2 

5 

1 

8 

1 

14 

71 

2 

4 

8 

1 

Not identified beyond species. 
Bacteroides 

Hnnpnsalo et ol.79 Pantem etnl.10 

62 

1? 

12 
2 

6 
15 
2 

'· 
f. 

82 

78 

1 
3 
9 

Fusobact~rium 

Peptostreptococcus 

26 

Baumgartner and 
Fnlkle~1 

10 

100 

1 

2 
1 

5 
1 

5 

2 
1 
1 
4 
3 
7 
5 
1 
1 

1 
3 
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TABLE II. Bacteria/rom Dentoalveolar Abscesses 

Snbistion und Gold112 Snbiston ct ul.., Chow et nl.l.l Knnn:mgarn ct nl.u von Konow ct al. 86 Aderhold et nl.11 Brook et nl. n 

Cru;" 8 65 31 61 57 50 12 

Culture Positive 100 89 97 '89 96 100 100 

Actinomyces I 17 18 3 6 

Actinomyces"' 5 6 
B.b ornlis 5 13 2 2 
B. frngilis 10 30 
B. intennedius 13 2 2 
B. mclaninogenicus 4 3 48 5 5 36 4 
B. usacchnrolyticus 2 30 4 
B. gingivalis 
B. endodontalis 

Eubacterium 9 13 18 12 2 
Fusobacterium 7 26 23 10 67 52 9 

Lactobacillus 2 9 10 3 II 6 
Peptococcus 3 3 23 39 28 52 15 

Peptostreptococcus 2 38 52 25 II 18 8 
Streptococcuse 20 3 53 14 42 

Streptococcus• 6 65 30 35 14 II 
Staphylococcus 54 4 4 

SL:l.phylococcus"' 17 54 4 

a facultative 

b Bacteroides 

c Aerobic 
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TABLE III. Bacteria from DentoalYeolar Abscesses 

Oguntebi et nl. 12 Lnbriola et al.89 Williams et nl.75 vnn Wmkelhoff et Lewis et nl.~ 1 Brook et nl.01 

ni.PO 

c,,. 10 50 10 28 50 39 

Culture Positive 100% 100% 100% 93% 100% 82% 

Actinomyces 6 2 
Actinomyces- 3 
B,b ornlis 6 8 2 18 4 
B. frngilis I 
B. intennedius 4 6 73 5 2 
B. mclnninogcnicus 8 4 4 10 3 
B. nsac.:hnrolyt.icus 2 I I I 

B. gingivnlis 23 II 1 
B. endodontalis 38 
Eubncterium 3 2 I 2 
Fusobacterium 12 5 15 6 9 
Lnctobacillus 2 
PepLOcoccus 8 26 
Pep to streptococcus 12 5 20 II 18 
Streptococcus 18 3 
Streptococcus• 10 14 19 19 20 
Stnphylococcus 4 
Staphylococcus• 2 7 I 

a facultative 

b Bacteroid6 
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Purpose 

One of the early uses of DNA probe technology for examination was to determine 

the presence of genetically distinct species of bacterial periodontal pathogens that could 

not be differentiated by any common phenotypic tests118
•
226. The majority of studies to 

present have focused on the recovery, detection, and enumeration of periodontal 

pathogens227,zzs.m,zz9.230,23I,232,233,234,235. One study reported use of a 

DNA probe developed for the detection of P. micros on a periapical sample, as well as 

several other non-endodontic samples236 . As many of the organisms associated with 

periodontal disease are also associated with endodontic disease237
, it would seem logical 

that DNA probes can used on endodontic clinical samples. However, several factors 

might complicate such testing. Periodontal sampling is traditionally accomplished by 

insertion of a sterile paper point into the crevicular sulcus. The paper point absorbs the 

bacteria laden crevicular fluid. Bacterial DNA is then extracted from the sample or the 

sample may be spot blotted onto a filter. Endodontic sampling also can be accomplished 

with paper points or endodontic files. However, pulpal tissue diagnosed as requiring 

endodontic therapy ranges from infected, vital tissue to necrotic tissue remnants. It is 

possible that in vital cases, tissue and blood products might interfere with detection of 

any bacterial DNA present. It is also possible that bacteria may not be present in high 

enough concentrations to be detectable by this method. Necrotic tissue remnants and 

dentin debris also might prevent detection of bacterial DNA. As many root canals 

containing necrotic tissue appear "empty" clinically, it is also conceivable that insertion 
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of a paper point or file might not extract a sufficient volume of sample material for 

testing. 

Alternatively, while endodontic samples may contain a total bacterial volume 

sufficient for detection by DNA probe hybridization, as endodontic infections are usually 

polymicrobial72
•
73

•
75

•
76

•
77

•
82

•
83

•
87

•
88

•
7
•
238 each bacterial species may not be present in 

sufficient quantities for detection by this method. 

The purpose of this study is to develop DNA probes for seven selected organisms 

and to evaluate their potential for use for detection of these species in clinical endodontic 

specimens. 
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Bacterial strains were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 

(ATCC) in lyophilized form. Organisms were reconstituted in broth media as 

recommended by ATCC. Chopped meat media (Carr-Scarborough) alone was used for 

growth of E. lentum 25559 and F. nucleatum 25586. B. endodontalis (P. endodontalis) 

35406, B. gingiva/is (P. gingivalis) 33277 and B. intermedius (P. intermedia) 25611 were 

grown in chopped meat media supplemented with 0.05% hemin and 0.01% Vitamin K 

(Carr-Scarborough), while W. recta 33238 was grown in chopped meat media 

supplemented with 6% formic-fumaric acid (Sigma Chemicals). P. micros 23195 was 

grown in peptostreptococcus glycinophilus media. All strains except P. micros were then 

maintained in Mycoplasma broth (Difco Laboratories) with the appropriate supplements 

as well as on trypticase soy agar plates supplemented with 5% sheep blood, 0.05mg/ml 

hemin and O.lmg/ml Vitamin K (Carr-Scarborough). Stock cultures were also 

maintained at -70°C after addition of 20% sterile glycerol. All transfers and culturing 

of microorganisms were performed in an anaerobic chamber (Forma Scientific). Five 

hundred milliliter broth cultures were pelleted by centrifugation (5,000g for 15 minutes, 

Beckman J2-21 centrifuge), frozen at -20°C and utilized for DNA extraction procedures. 

DNA Extraction 

Extraction of DNA from P. endodontalis, P. gingivalis, P. intermedius, and F. 

nucleatum was performed as described by Beji et al215• Pelleted cells were washed twice 
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with saline-EDT A solution (0.15M NaCl, O.IM EDTA, pH 8.0) and the wet weight of 

cells determined. Lysis of cells was accomplished by the addition of 0.03M NaOH (10 

mllg wW cells) for a maximum of 2 minutes, followed by addition of 25% SDS (1.5 

mllg wW cells). Alkaline action was stopped by the addition of 35 ml/g wW saline

EDT A. The mixture was then centrifuged at 17,000 g for 5 minutes at 4°C. The 

supernatant was pi petted off and the viscous phase incubated at 60°C for 30 minutes with 

RNase (Sigma Chemical) (2.5 mg/g wW cells). Proteinase K (Sigma Chemical) (0.625 

mg/g wW cells) was added and incubation continued for 15 minutes at 37°C. Following 

incubation, 5M NaCI was added to a final concentration of IM and the mixture shaken 

with an equal volume of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24: I) for 5 minutes, then 

centrifuged for 15 minutes at 5,000 gat 4 °C. The clear supernatant containing the DNA 

was retained and an equal volume of ice cold 95% ethyl alcohol added to precipitate the 

DNA. The DNA was spooled on a glass rod and dissolved in 10 ml 0.01 X SSC (20 X 

SSC stock 175.3g/1 NaCl, 88.2g/l sodium citrate, pH 7.0), IM NaCI added to a final 

concentration of 0.1 M and an equal volume of isopropyl alcohol added to re-precipitate 

the DNA. DNA was again spooled on a glass rod and dissolved in I ml TE buffer 

(O.OlM Tris-HCl, O.OOIM EDTA, pH 8.0). 

Extraction of DNA from W. recra was performed in the same manner, however, 

cell lysis was accomplished without the addition of 0.03M NaOH. 

A modification of the method of Barsotti et al217 was used for DNA extraction 

from E. lenrum and P. micros. Pelleted cells were washed twice in 5 mM EDTA and 
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the wet weight of cells determined. Cells were suspended in 5 ml TE buffer per 200 mg 

wW cells and incubated with 5 mg/g wW lysozyme (Sigma Chemicals) and 5 mg/g wW 

achromopeptidase (Sigma Chemicals) for two hours at 37°C. Addition of SDS to a final 

concentration of2%, Proteinase K (Sigma Chemicals) (5 mg/g wW), and 1 mM EDTA 

followed by further incubation at 3rC for 18 hours initiated cell lysis. The lysate was 

then incubated with RNase for I hour at 37°C. Following incubation, 5 mM NaCI was 

added to a final concentration of 0.2M and the mixture shaken with an equal volume of 

chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24: I) for 15 minutes. Following centrifugation for 20 

minutes at 6,000 g, 4 °C, 2.5 volumes of ice cold ethanol was added to the clear 

supernatant to precipitate the DNA. DNA was spooled on a glass rod and dissolved in 

20 ml 0.01 X SSC, IM NaCI added to a final concentration of O.IM and an equal 

volume of isopropyl alcohol added to re-precipitate the DNA. DNA was again spooled 

on a glass rod and dissolved in I ml TE buffer. 

All DNA samples were allowed to equilibrate at 4 oc for 24 hours prior to 

determination of concentration per milliliter by spectrophotometric readings at 260 nm. 

Spectrophotometric readings were also taken at 280 nm. The purity of solutions was 

determined by determining the measurement of absorbance of the DNA at 260 and 280 

nm. All samples had a ratio of A260 to A280 of 1.8239 +/- 0.2. Samples were then 

stored at -20°C until use. 
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Membrane preparation 

For specificity testing, membranes containing target DNA isolated from test 

organisms were prepared according to Davis et aJ240
• Nylon membranes (Zeta-Probe, 

Bio-Rad, Richmond, California) and Whatman 3MM filter paper cut to fit a dot blot 

' 
apparatus (Bio-Rad) were each wetted with a mixture of 10 ml 20X SSC and 10 ml 

sterile distilled water. The nylon membrane was placed on top of the filter paper on the 

dot blot apparatus, the lid closed and the apparatus attached to a vacuum source. Wells 

were rinsed with lOOttl 20X SSC under vacuum. Two micrograms of each target DNA 

was placed in lOtti TE buffer and heated to 95°C for 5 minutes. Volumes were adjusted 

to 80 ttl with 20X sse and 40 ttl serial dilutions of I ttg to 0.0156 ttg DNA made in 96 

well plates. These dilutions were added to wells in the dot blot apparatus and each well 

rinsed with lOOttl 20X SSC under vacuum. Membranes were removed from the 

apparatus, placed between two sheets of Whatman 3MM filter paper and baked in a 

vacuum oven at 80°C for two hours. 

For sensitivity testing, serial dilutions from 106 to 102 of each bacterial strain 

were spot blotted directly onto Zeta-Probe nylon membranes according to the 

manufacturer's protocol. Purified DNA of each bacterial strain, at a concentration of0.5 

mg DNA, was also directly spot blotted onto membranes using the same protocol. This 

DNA acted as a control, allowing evaluation of successful hybridization procedures. In 

addition, this allowed a second check of specificity at high concentrations using a 

different blotting procedure. Cell dilutions were pelleted and resuspended in 0.5 ml 
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0.4M NaOH, lOmM EDTA and heated at 100°C for 10 minutes. Membranes were 

wetted with distilled water and placed on the dot blot apparatus and attached to a vacuum 

source. Each well was rinsed with 0.5 ml TE buffer under vacuum. Each 0.5 ml DNA 

sample was placed into the appropriate well without vacuum and then vacuum was 

applied until wells were just dry. All wells were rinsed with 0.5 ml 0.4M NaOH under 

vacuum until membranes were quite dry. Membranes were then removed from the 

apparatus, rinsed in 2X SSC and baked in a vacuum oven at 80°C for 30 minutes. 

Membranes were wrapped in Saran wrap and aluminum foil and stored in the dark at 

25°C until use. 

Preparation of serial dilutions 

One hundred ml cultures of each bacterial strain were grown for 72 hours, then 

10 ml serial dilutions prepared. One milliliter of each 10 ml sample was spread on the 

surface of a blood agar plate and incubated for 7 days. All transfers and incubation was 

performed using sterile technique in an anaerobic chamber. Immediately following 

preparation of dilutions, the original culture and all remaining serial dilutions were frozen 

to prevent further cell division. Colony counts were performed on three plates per 

strain. Assuming one cell produced each colony, the original number of cells per 100 

ml culture was calculated for each of the three dilutions and these numbers were 

averaged. This number was designated as the cell concentration of the original culture 

and dilutions were made to the appropriate concentrations based on this number. 
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Probe preparation 

Incorporation of e2P]dCTP into each test DNA was accomplished by nick 

translation using a BRL nick translation kit (Bethesda. Research Labs). Labeled 

nucleotide was used at a concentration of 156 pmole per 501ll reaction (final 

concentration 3.12 llM). For a 501ll reaction, 156 pmole labeled nucleotide would be 

mixed with Sill Solution A (containing all dNTPs except dCTP), 1 llg test DNA, and 

distilled water in a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube to a final volume of 451lL Five micro 

liters DNA Polymerase 1/DNase I (0.4 U/lll DNA Polymerase I, 40 pg/lll DNase I, 50 

mM Tris-HCL pH 7.5), 5 mM Mg acetate, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 0.1 mM PMSF, 

and 50% (v/v) glycerol, 100 llg/ml nuclease-free BSA) was then added, mixed and 

centrifuged for 5 seconds. The mixtures were incubated at 15°C for 60 minutes and Sill 

Stop Buffer (300 mM Na2EDTA pH 8.0) added. Labeled DNA was separated from the 

unincorporated nucleotides by passing through a Sephadex column. Specific activity of 

the labeled DNA was determined immediately prior to use using an automated 

scintillation counter (Beckman). All probes were labeled to a specific activity of 1-5 X 

108 cpm/ug DNA. All probes were used at a specific activity level of 1.5 X 107 cpm/10 

ml hybridization buffer. 

Hybridization with labeled probe 

Zeta-probe nylon tilters were prehybridized, according to the manufacturer's 

standard protocol, to eliminate non-specific binding by placing membranes in heat

sealable polyethylene bags (Dazey Seal-A-Meal) with 20 ml hybridization buffer (1 mM 
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EDTA, 0.5 M NaH2P04 ,pH 7.2, 7% SDS, 100 JLglml sheared and denatured salmon 

sperm DNA) for I hour at 65°C. This buffer ·was removed and replaced with fresh 

buffer prior to addition of labeled probes. 

Double-stranded probe samples (each equivalent to 1.5 X 107 cpm/10 ml buffer) 

were denatured by boiling for 10 minutes with sheared salmon sperm DNA. Denatured 

probes were added to the membrane-containing bags which were then heat-sealed, 

submerged in a 65°C shaking water bath and incubated for 22 hours. Membranes were 

then removed and washed, also according to the manufacturer's Standard Protocol, twice 

with 1 mM EDTA, 40 mM NaHP04 , pH 7.2, 5% SDS at 65 degrees for one hour each 

wash, then washed twice with I mM EDTA, 40 mM NaHP04, pH 7.2, I% SDS at 65°C 

for one hour each wash. 

Autoradiography 

Hybridized membranes were covered with clear plastic wrap and placed on Kodak 

film and intensifying screens in autoradiography cassettes in a darkroom. Cassettes were 

closed, wrapped with foil, and exposed for 18 hours at -70°C. Films were developed 

in an automatic processor. 

Clinical Samples 

In Vivo Sampling 

Samples were taken from patients presenting to the Medical College of Georgia 

School of Dentistry Endodontic Clinic. The need for endodontic therapy was based on 
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signs and symptoms indicative of irreversible pulpitis and pulp necrosis241 • Patients 

with the clinical diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis with acute apical periodontitis or pulpal 

necrosis were included in this study. The informed consent of all patients was obtained 

in accordance with the approval of the Medical College of Georgia Human Assurance 

Committee. 

Following isolation with a rubber dam a I minute 5.25% NaOCl scrub was used 

to disinfect the tooth surface. Sterile burs in highspeed hand pieces were used for access 

preparations appropriate to the size and condition of the tooth being treated. Just prior 

to pulp chamber penetration, a new sterile bur would be exchanged and entry 

achieved124
• 

241
• 

Using sterile surgical gloves and instruments, heat-sterilized and packaged 

endodontic files (Union Broach) and heat-sterilized paper points were used to collect 

pulpal material from specimen canals. One file and one paper point was used for each 

tooth. Paper points were inserted and left for ten seconds before removal from canals. 

Files were inserted just short of full canal length estimated from pre-operative 

radiographs and a balanced force motion used in the canal prior to removal from 

canals124
• 

241
• Both the instrument and paper point containing sample material were 

dropped into a rubber stoppered tube containing sterile phosphate-buffered saline. Each 

suspension was immediately transported directly to the laboratory, vortexed for 10 

seconds, and frozen at -?o•c. 
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In Vitro Sampling 

Sampling was also performed on freshly extracted teeth from patients presenting 

to the Medical College of Georgia School of Dentistry and Medical College of Georgia 

Hospital Dental Clinic for extraction due to pulpal necrosis or irreversible pulpitis. In 

addition, control samples were obtained from teeth with clinical diagnoses of normal, 

vital pulps, however, which were to be extracted for periodontal or prosthodontic 

reasons. Immediately following extraction, teeth were scrubbed, accessed and pulpal 

samples obtained using techniques identical to those used for in vivo sampling as 

described above. All samples were handled identically and immediately frozen at -70°C. 

Testing of clinical samples 

Clinical samples and DNA control samples were alkaline lysed and directly spot 

blotted onto Zeta-Probe (Bio-Rad) membranes following the protocol provided by the 

manufacturer. Each membrane was pre-wetted with sterile distilled water and placed in 

the dot blot apparatus. Each well was rinsed with 0.25 ml TE buffer and vacuum applied 

until wells were empty but not dry. Samples were heated in a total volume of 0.25 ml 

with a final concentration equal to 0.4 M NaOH, 10 mM EDTA at 100°C for 10 

minutes. Each sample was placed into the appropriate well without vacuum, then 

vacuum applied until wells were just dry. 0.25 ml 0.4M NaOH was then placed in each 

well and vacuum applied until wells were quite dry. Membranes were then removed 

from the apparatus and rinsed with 2 X SSC, placed between two pieces of Whatman 

3MM filter paper and dried in a vacuum oven at 80°C for 30 minutes. 
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Seven test membranes were prepared. Each membrane contained the following 

samples: 

1. One whole control clinical sample (control1) (normal, vital pulp) (to test 

for non-specific binding of DNA probes or cross-reactivity with 

human DNA) 

2. One-half control clinical sample (control2) (normal, vital pulp) 

3. One-half control clinical sample (control2) plus 106 or 109 cells (1 test 

strain/membrane) 

4. 106 or 109 cells alone (same test strain as added to control2 to test for 

differences in binding due to presence of tissue) 

5. DNA alone (DNA of same test strain) (control to evaluate binding of 

probe and that hybridization procedure and blotting procedures 

were done correctly) 

6. Three whole necrotic samples 

7. Two 1/7 necrotic samples (1/7 of same sample per membrane) 

8. Two irreversible pulpitis samples 

One test membrane was used to test each of the seven labeled probes. Probes 

were prepared, hybridized to test membranes, and membranes autoradiographed as 

previously described. 
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RESULTS 

Specificity and Sensitivity Testing 

Results of specificity testing are demonstrated in Figures I - 7 and Tables IV, VI, 

VIII, X, XII, XIV, XVI. Reactions were rated as positive or negative based on the 

presence of a visible signal on the processed autoradiograph. The strongest positive 

reaction ( + + + +) was based on the signal obtained by hybridization of the 32P-labeled 

test probe with its homologous DNA. A reaction was rated as positive even if barely 

visible. Also, if the level of the reaction was questionable (i.e.++ vs +),the higher 

rating was always given. 

The results of sensitivity testing of each of the seven 32P-labeled probes against 

serial dilutions from 106 to 102 cells of each strain, spot blotted onto nylon membranes 

are illustrated in Figures 1 - 7 and Tables V, VII, IX, XI, XIII, XV and XVII. Reactions 

are again indicated as a very strong autoradiographic signal(++++) to no visible 

signal(--). Sensitivity levels are reported as the lowest concentration of cells detected by 

the labeled probe. 
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Porphyromonas endodontalis 

P. endodontalis 32P-Iabeled probes showed very strong visible reactions 

when tested against homologous DNA at all target concentrations from l.O~tg 

to 0.015625 ftg, as demonstrated in Table IV and Figure 1. A very weak signal was 

obtained at concentrations as low as 0.015625 ~tg target DNA when P. endodontalis 

probes were hybridized with P. gingiva/is and P. intermedia. At concentrations of 0.125 

~tg target DNA, weak signals were obtained when P. endodontalis probes were tested 

against F. nucleatum and W. recta target DNA, while no visible cross reactivity was 

observed at lower concentrations of target DNA. At target DNA concentration of 0.5 

p.g of P. micros DNA, a weak signal was generated by reaction with P. endodontalis 

probes, with no cross-reactivity at lower concentrations of target DNA. No visible 

signals were obtained when P. endodontalis probes were hybridized with E. lentum target 

DNA at any concentration. No cross reactivity was observed with P. endodontalis 

probes and control solutions of TE buffer and 20X SSC. 

P. endodontalis probes displayed a sensitivity level of 104 cells, as seen in Table 

V and Figure 2. Cross reactivity was observed only with P. intermedia cells at a level 

of 106
• No other cross reactivity was observed with the other five strains at levels of 106 

cells or below. Cross reactivity was observed with DNA positive controls for P. 

gingivalis, P. intermedia, E. lentum and P. micros. No signals were observed with 

negative controls. 
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TABLE IV. Specilicity Testing Porphyromonas endodontalis Probe 

Target Concentration {Jlg DNA) 

Target 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125 0.01562 
DNA 

Pe ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Pg +++ +++ +++ ++ ++ + + 

Pi +++ +++ +++ +++ ++ + + 

El - -- -- -- -- -- -
Fn + + + + -- -- -
Pm + + -- -- -- -- -

Wr + + + + -- -- -
Control -- -- -- -- -- -- -

TABLE V. Sensitivity Testing Porphyromonas endodontalis Probe 

Target Concentration (cell number) 

Target 106 10' 10'' 103 10' DNA 
Cells alone 

Pe ++ ++ + -- -- +++ 

Pg -- -- -- -- -- + 

Pi + -- -- -- -- +++ 

El -- -- -- -- -- + 

Fn -- -- -- -- - --

Pm -- -- -- -- -- + 

Wr -- -- -- -- -- --

Control -- -- -- -- -- --
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FIGURE 1. 

Aurorodiol:rophs of !Jpec!ficity testing with P. endodontalis probe 
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FIGURE 2. 

Autoradiographs of" sensitivity resling with P. endodo111alis probe 
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Porphyromonas gingiva/is 

• 
P. gingiva/is 32P-labeled probes showed very strong visible reactions when tested against 

homologous DNA at all target concentrations from 1.0 p.g to 0.015625 p.g. A very strong signal 

was obtained at concentrations as low as 0.015625 p.g target DNA when P. gingiva/is probes 

were hybridized with P. inte1media. These signals were similar in intensity (darkness), however, 

distinguishable from reactions with homologous DNA as the size of the dot was smaller. At 

concentrations of0.03125 p.g target DNA, a weak signal was obtained when P. gingiva/is probes 

were tested against P. endodonta/is target DNA, while no visible cross reactivity was observed 

at lower concentrations of target DNA. At a target DNA concentration of 0.25 p.g of P. micros, 

a very weak signal was generated by reaction with P. gingiva/is probes, with no cross-reactivity 

at lower target DNA concentrations. A very weak signal was obtained with hybddization of P. 

gingiva/is probes and W. recta target DNA only at a concentration of 1.0 p.g, but not at lower 

concentrations. No visible signals were obtained when P. gingiva/is probes were hybridized with 

E. lentum or F. nucleatum target DNA at any concentration. No cross reactivity was observed 

with P. gingiva/is probes and control solutions of TE buffer and 20X SSC. 

P. gingiva/is probes displayed a sensitivity level of 104 cells. Cross reactivity was 

observed only with P. iiuetmedia cells at a level of 104
• No other cross reactivity was observed 

with the other tive strains at levels of 106 or below. Cross reactivity was observed with DNA 

positive controls for P. endodontalis, P. intermedia, E. lentum, F. nucleatum and W. recta. No 

signals were observed with negative controls. 
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TABLE VI. Specificity Testing Porphyromonas gingiva/is Probe 

Target Concentration (J.tg DNA) 

Target 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125 0.01562 
DNA 

Pe +++ +++ ++ ++ + + -
Pg ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Pi +++- +++- +++- +++- +++- +++- +++-

El -- -- -- -- -- -- -
Fn -- -- -- -- . -- -- -

Pm + + + -- -- -- --

Wr + -- -- -- -- -- -
Control -- -- -- -- - -- -

TABLE VII. Sensitivity Testing Porphyromonas gingiva/is Probe 

Target Concentration (cell number) 

Target 106 10' 104 103 10' DNA 
DNA alone 

Pe -- -- -- -- -- ++ 

Pg ++ + + -- -- ++++ 

Pi ++ + + -- -- ++++ 

El -- -- -- -- -- + 

Fn -- -- -- -- -- + 

Pm -- -- -- -- -- --
Wr -- -- -- -- -- + 

Control -- -- -- -- -- --
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FIGURE 3. 

Autoradiograplis of:,pecijicity testing with P. gingiva/is probe 
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FIGURE 4. 

Aworacliographs (?lsensiriviry 1esting wilh P. gingiva/is probe 
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Prevotella intermedia 

P. intermedia 32P-Iabeled probes showed very strong visible reactions when tested against 

homologous DNA at all target concentrations from 1.0 p.g to 0.015625 p.g. A very strong signal 

was obtained at concentrations as low as 0.015625 p.g target DNA when P. intermedia probes 

were hybridized with P. gingiva/is. Again, these signals were similar in intensity to those 

obtained with homologous DNA, but the signal dots were smaller. A very weak signal was 

obtained at a concentration of 0.015625 p.g target DNA when P. intermedia probes were tested 

against P. endodonta/is, at a concentration of 0.031225 p.g target DNA with P. micros, and at 

a concentration of 0.0625 p.g DNA with E. lentum. No visible signals were obtained when P. 

intermedia probes were hybridized with F. nucleatum, or W. recta target DNA at any 

concentration. No cross reactivity was observed with P. intermedia probes and control solutions 

of TE buffer and 20X SSC. 

p, intermedia probes displayed a sensitivity level of 103 cells. reactivity was observed 

only with P. gingiva/is cells at a level of 10'. No other cross reactivity was observed with the 

other five strains at levels of 106 cells or below. Cross reactivity was observed with DNA 

positive controls for P. endodontalis and P. gingiva/is only. No signals were observed with 

negative controls . 

. . 
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TABLE VIII. Specificity Testing Prevotella intermedia Probe 

Target Concentration (p.g DNA) 

Target 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125 0.01562 
DNA 

Pe ++ ++ ++ + + + + 
Pg +++- +++- +++- +++- +++- +++- +++-

Pi ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 
E1 + + + + + -- -

Fn -- -- -- -- -- -- -
Pm + + + + + + -

Wr -- -- -- -- -- -- -
Control -- -- -- -- - -- --

TABLE.IX. Sensitivity Testing Prevotella intem1edia Probe 

Target Concentration (cell number) 

Target 10' 10' 104 103 102 DNA 
DNA alone 

Pe -- -- -- -- -- +++ 
Pg ++ + + -- -- ++++ 
Pi +++- +++ ++ + -- +++-

El -- -- -- -- -- --

Fn -- -- -- -- -- --

Pm -- -- -- -- -- --
Wr -- -- - -- - --

Control -- -- -- -- - --
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FIGURE 5. 

Autoradiographs of specificity testing with P. intermedia probe 
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FIGURE 6. 

AutoradiogratJhs of sensirivity resting with P. intermedia probe 
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Eubacterium lentum 

E. lentum 32P-Iabeled probes showed very strong visible reactions when tested against 

homologous DNA at all target concentrat,ions from 1.0 p.g to 0.015625 p.g. A very strong signal 

was obtained at concentrations as low as 0.015625 p.g target DNA when E. lentum probes were 

hybridized with W. recta, again with a smaller dot diameter but similar in intensity to that of the 

reaction with homologous DNA. At concentrations of 0.03125 p.g target DNA, weak signals 

were obtained when E. lentum probes were tested against P. micros target DNA, while no 

visible cross reactivity was observed at the lowest concentration of target DNA tested. At target 

DNA concentration of 0.0625 p.g of P. intermedia DNA, a very weak signal was generated by 

reaction with E. lentum probes, with no cross-reactivity at lower .concentrations of target DNA. 

No visible signals were obtained when E. lentum probes were hybridized with P. endodontalis, 

P. gingiva/is, or F. nucleatum target DNA at any concentration. No cross reactivity was 

observed with E. lentum probes and control solutions of TE buffer and 20X SSC. 

E. /entum probes displayed a sensitivity level of > 106 cells (no signals observed at any 

of our test levels). No cross reactivity was observed with the other six strains at levels of 10' 

cells or below. No cross reactivity was observed with DNA positive controls for any of the six 

heteralgous strains. A signal was observed for the DNA positive control for E. lentum. No 

signals were observed with negative controls. 
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TABLE X. Specificity Testing Eubacterium lentrtm Probe 

Target Concentration {j.tg DNA) 

Target 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125 0.01562 
DNA 

Pe -- -- -- - - -- -

Pg -- -- -- -- -- -- -
Pi + + + + + -- -
El ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Fn -- -- -- -- -- -- -

Pm ++ ++ ++ + + + -
Wr +++- +++- +++- +++- +++- +++- +++-

Control -- -- -- -- -- -- -

TABLE XI. Sensitivity Testing Eubacterium lentum Probe 

Target Concentration (cell number) 

Target 106 10' 104 103 102 DNA 
DNA alone 

Pe -- -- -- -- -- --

Pg -- -- -- -- -- --
Pi -- - -- -- -- --

El -- -- -- - - +++ 

Fn -- -- -- -- -- --
Pm -- -- -- -- -- --
Wr -- -- -- -- -- --

Control -- -- -- -- -- --
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FIGURE 7. 

Autoradiographs of specificity testing with E. lentum probe 
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FIGURE 8. 

Au!Oradiographs of sensitivity testing 1vi1h £. lentum probe 
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Fusobacterium nucleatum 

F. nucleatum "P-labeled probes showed very strong visible reactions when tested against 

homologous DNA at all target concentrations from 1.0 p.g to 0.015625 p.g. A very weak signal 

was obtained at concentrations as low as 0.015625 p.g target DNA when F. nucleatum probes 

were hybridized with P. micros. At concentrations of0.0625 p.g target DNA, weak signals were 

obtained when F. nucleatum probes were tested against P. intermedia and E. /entum target DNA, 

and at target concentrations of 0.05 J.l.g DNA with P. endodonta/is, P. gingiva/is, or W. recta 

target DNA at any concentration. No cross reactivity was observed with F. nucleatum probes 

and control solutions of TE buffer and 20X SSC. 

F. nuc/eatum probes displayed a sensitivity level of > I 06 cells. No cross reactivity was 

observed with the other six strains at levels of 10' cells or below. No cross reactivity was 

observed with DNA positive controls for any of the six heteralgous strains. A weak signal was 

observed for the DNA positive control for F. nucleatum. A very weak signal was observed with 

positive DNA control of P. micros as well. No signals were observed with negative controls. 
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TABLE XII. Specificity Testing Fusobacterium nttcleatum Probe 

Target Concentration (J!g DNA) 

Target 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125 0.01562 
DNA 

Pe + + -- -- -- -- -
Pg + + -- -- -- -- -
Pi + + + + + -- -
El + + + + + -- -

Fn ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Pm ++ ++ ++ + + + + 

Wr -- -- -- -- -- -- -

Control -- -- -- -- -- -- -

TABLE XIII. Sensitivity Testing Fusobacterium mrcleatrmr Probe 

Target Concentration (cell number) 

Target 106 IO' 10' 103 IOZ DNA 
DNA alone 

Pe -- -- -- -- -- --
Pg -- - - -- -- --
Pi - -- -- -- - -
El -- -- -- -- -- --

Fn -- -- -- -- -- ++ 

Pm -- -- -- -- -- + 

Wr -- -- -- -- -- --
Control -- -- -- -- -- -
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FIGURE 9. 

Aworadiograp!Js of specificity resting with F. nuclearum probe 
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FIGURE 10. 

Autoradiographs of sensitivity resting with F. nucleatum probe 
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Peptostreptococcus micros 

P. micros 32P-labeled probes showed very strong visible reactions when tested 

against homologous DNA at all target concentrations from 1.0 J.lg to 0.015625 J.lg. A very weak 

signal was obtained at concentrations as low as 0.015625 J.lg target DNA when P. micros probes 

were hybridized with F. nucleatum. At concentrations of 0.0625 J.lg target DNA, weak signals 

were obtained when P. micros probes were tested against E. /entum and P. intermedia target 

DNA, while no visible cross reactivity was observed at lower concentrations of target DNA. A 

weak signal was also obtained when P. micros probes were hybridized with W. recta at 0.125 

J.lg target DNA and at concentrations of 1.0 J.lg DNA with P. gingiva/is. No visible signals were 

obtained when P. micros probes were hybridized with P. endodontalis DNA at any concentration. 

No cross reactivity was observed with P. micros probes and control solutions of TE buffer and 

2ox sse. 

P. micros probes displayed a sensitivity level of 10' cells. No cross reactivity was 

observed with the other six strains at levels of 106 cells or below. Cross reactivity was observed 

with DNA positive controls for P. gingiva/is, P. intermedia and E. /entum. A strong signal was 

observed with DNA positive control for P. micros. No signals were observed with negative 

controls. 
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TABLE XIV. Specificity Testing Peptostreptococcrts micros Probe 

Target Concentration (fig DNA) 

Target 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125 0.01562 
DNA 

Pe -- ·- -- -- -- -- -

Pg + -- -- -- -- -- -

Pi + + + + + -- -
El + + + + + -- -

Fn ++ ++ + + + + + 

Pm ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Wr + + + + -- -- --

Control - -- -- -- -- -- -

TABLE XV. Sensitivity Testing Peptostreptococcus micros Probe 

Target Concentration (cell number) 

Target 106 105 10' 103 10' DNA 
DNA alone 

Pe -- -- -- -- -- --
Pg -- -- -- -- -- + 

Pi -- -- -- -- -- + 

El -- -- -- -- - + 

Fn -- -- -- -- -- --
Pm + + -- -- -- ++++ 

Wr -- -- -- -- -- --

Control -- -- -- -- -- --
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FIGURE 11. 

Autoradioxraphs of specificity testing wirh P. micros probe 
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FIGURE 12. 

Autoradio;:raphs of sensitivity resring with P. micros probe 
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Wolinella recta 

W. recta 32P-labeled probes showed very strong visible reactions when tested 

against homologous DNA at all target concentrations from 1.0 p.g to 0.015625 p.g. A weak 

signal was obtained at a concentration as low as 0.015625p.g target DNA when W. recta probes 

were hybridized with E. lentum. At concentrations of 0.0625 p.g target DNA, weak signals were 

obtained when W. recta probes were tested against P. gingiva/is and P. micros target DNA, while 

no visible cross reactivity was observed at lower concentrations of target DNA. A weak signal 

was also observed at 0.25 p.g target DNA when W. recta probes were hybridized with P. 

endodontalis and F. nucleawm. A visible signal was obtained when W. recta probes were 

hybridized with P. imermedia target DNA at a concentration of 0.5 p.g. No cross reactivity was 

observed with W. recta probes and control solutions of TE buffer and 20X SSC. 

W. recta probes displayed a sensitivity level of 105 cells. No cross reactivity was 

observed with the other six strains at levels of 106 cells or below. Cross reactivity was observed 

only with DNA positive controls for E. lentum. No signals were observed with negative controls. 
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TABLE XVI. Specilicity Testing Wolinella recta Probe 

Target Concentration (fig DNA) 

Target 1.0 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125 0.01562 
DNA 

Pe + + + -- -- -- -
Pg + + + + + -- --
Pi + + -- -- -- -- -
E1 ++- ++- ++- ++- ++ ++ + 

Fn + + + -- -- -- -
Pm + + + + - -- --

Wr ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ ++++ 

Control -- -- -- -- -- -- -

TABLE XVII. Sensitivity Testing Woline/la recta Probe 

Target Concentration (cell number) 

Target 10' 10' 104 103 102 DNA 
DNA alone 

Pe -- -- -- -- -- --
Pg -- -- -- -- -- --

Pi -- -- -- -- -- --

El -- -- -- -- -- + 

Fn -- -- -- -- -- --

Pm -- -- -- -- -- --

Wr ++ + -- -- -- +++ 

Control -- -- -- -- -- --
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FIGURE 13. 

Autoradioy,raphs of spec({tcity testing with W. recta probe 
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FIGURE 14. 

Autoradio}!,rophs (?l sensitivity test ill}!, with W. recta probe 
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Clinical samples 

Control samples(l4): No signal was obtained with any pulp sample from clinically 

normal, vital teeth after hybridization with any of the seven 32P-labeled DNA probes . 

• 
Necrotic pulp samples(22): No visible signal was obtained on any of the pulp samples 

from teeth diagnosed clinically as necrotic. No signal was obtained with either whole pulp 

samples or partial pulp samples. 

Irreversible pulpitis samples(l4): No visible signal was obtained on any of the pulp 

samples from teeth with the clinical diagnosis of irreversible pulpitis. 

Control samples plus target cells: When tested against a known concentration (106 of 

P. endodontalis, P. gingiva/is, P. intermedia, P. micros, and W. recta; 109 of E. lentum and 

F. nucleatum based on results of sensitivity testing) of target bacterial cells added to pulp 

clinically diagnosed as normal and vital, DNA probes of P. endodontalis, P. gingiva/is, P. 

intermedia, and W. recta strains did demonstrate visible binding at levels similar to th.at 

observed with targets of the same concentration of cells alone, indicating little or no 

interference due to the presence of pulp tissue. The signal for F. nuc/eatum cells alone was 

slightly stronger than that for F. nuc/eatum cells in pulpal tissue, indicating some possible 

interference to probe binding by the tissue. The same results were observed with P. micros 

probes as with F. nucleatum, however, both signals were much weaker and difficult to 

visualize. An extremely faint binding was observed with the target cells in tissue and target 

cells alone with E. lentum probes. 

Controls of DNA alone: Spot blots of extracted target DNA all demonstrated strong 

visible signals when hybridized with homologous 32P-labeled DNA probes, indicating both 

viability of probe and success of hybridization and autoradiography procedures. 
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FIGURE 15. 

Auroradiographs of clinical samples 
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FIGURE 16. 

li' l i' 

Autoradiographs of clinical samples 
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DISCUSSION 

The study of the etiology of endodontic disease is challenging and difficult due 

to the vast number of species isolated from infected dental root canals, the complexity 

of polymicrobial infections, the variety of potential sources of infection, and the 

variability of the intra-canal environment. 

In his study of necrotic teeth, Sundqvisf4 found the most frequently recovered 

bacterial species to be F. nuclearum, B. intennedius, P. micros, P. anaerobius, E. lentum 

and E. alactolyticum. In a more recent study of 65 single rooted teeth diagnosed as 

necrotic, Sundqvist242 recovered F. nucleatum, B. intermedius (P. intermedia), P. 

micros, P. anaerobius, E. alactolyticum, E. lentum and W. recta. In their study of 

endodontic abscesses, Williams et al.73 found F. nucleatum to be the organism most 

frequently recovered, along with P. micros and six strains of Bacteroides. Oguntebi et 

· al.72 found F. nucleatum and S. mitis to be the predominant organisms isolated. In a 

study of black-pigmented Bacteroides strains isolated from infected dental root canals 

with periapical destruction, van Steenbergen et al. 184 identified three new strains based 

on DNA homology. It was proposed that these strains be placed in a separate species, 

B. endodonta/is. Haapasalo237 studied 62 root canal infections and found all but one to 

be mixed infections. He found four to six species per canal, dominated by anaerobic 

bacteria. Bacteroides species, including B. intermedius, B. endodonta/is and Bacteroides 

denticola, were the most frequently isolated organisms. 
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Kobayashi et aJ.243 studied 15 non-carious, periodontally involved, non-vital 

teeth in 12 patients. They found a predominance of obligate anaerobes in the canals, with 

anaerobic Streptococcus, Peprosrreptococcus, Eubacterium, Bacteroides and 

Fusobacterium the most frequently detected. Using an indirect immunofluorescence 

technique, Bacteroides species were detected in 86% of extracted teeth. and 49% of 

patient samples by Pantera et al80• 

Traditional culturing techniques are limited. Different methods of sampling and 

transport may affect the number and viability of organisms recovered. Media and growth 

conditions utilized may favor certain species, giving a false representation of the true 

microbial community. The predominance of anaerobic organisms in endodontic 

infections is an additional problem since sampling must be done under strict anaerobic 

conditions to maintain cell viability. This makes clinical sampling a very difficult task. 

To accurately assess the microbial inhabitants of dental root canals, it would be desirable 

to establish a procedure that would enable the investigator to identify organisms 

recovered from the canal system, regardless of viability. In fact, viability may be 

undesirable, since cell proliferation after sampling might give a false indication of the 

predominance of a particular species. The use of nucleic acid probes offers the potential 

for identifying organisms without the need for special sampling techniques or maintaining 

cell viability244
• DNA probe studies have been widely used by the medical community 

for identification of both human DNA sequences and bacterial or viral pathogens245
•
244

• 
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In the area of dental research, DNA probe technology has primarily been utilized 

by investigators interested in the identification of periodontal 

path 0 gens 122,199,227,228.229,230,231,232,233,234,235,246,247,248,249,250,251 ,252,253. In an 

attempt to develop probes specific for periodontal pathogens, French et al. 122 used 32P

labeled whole genomic DNA probes prepared from Actinobacillus 

actinomycetemcomirans, B. inrermedius and B. gingiva/is strains to identify cell samples 

spot-blotted onto nitrocellulose filters. They were able to detect as few as l<J2 cells on 

autoradiographs after 18 hours of exposure. In a later study, Strzempko et al.235 studied 

the cross-reactivity of whole genomic DNA probes for Haemophilus (Actinobacillus) 

actinomycetemcomirans, B. inrermedius and B. gingiva/is. They were able to detect 

levels of 103 spot-blotted sample cells on autoradiographs after 18 - 36 hours of 

exposure. Cross-reactivity among these strains as well as with several other organisms 

found in the oral cavity and strains believed to be genetically related was studied. 

Although cross-reactivity was observed between the H. actinomyceremcomitans and B. 

intermedius probes and other strains, this was observed only at levels of l<P cells, while 

each's reactivity with its own strain was detected at lOl cells. No cross-reactivity was 

observed with the B. gingiva/is probe or any other organism. Smith et a!. 233 found that 

biotin-labeled whole genomic probes for A. actinomycetemcomirans, Haemophilus 

aphrophilus, F. nucleatum, B. gingiva/is, B. intermedius, W. recta and Bacteroides 

forsyth us detected 104
- 105 target cells of homologous species. They found only A. 

actinomycetemcomitans and H. aphrophilus showed cross reactivity with each other. 
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These investigators concluded that use of whole genomic probes could be a useful 

research tool for identification of pathogenic organisms in clinical periodontal samples, 

particularly with strict anaerobic organisms. The present study was undertaken to 

determine if such probes had potential for use in examining clinical endodontic samples. 

Many of the organisms isolated from periodontal disease have also been associated with 

endodontic disease. In fact as stated above, B. intermedius (P. intermedia) and F. 

nucleatum are among the most commonly reported organisms in endodontic culture 

studies. 

For the present study, seven organisms were selected that are commonly reported 

in endodontic culture studies. Extensive studies using whole genomic probes have been 

conducted on two of these organisms, P. gingivalis and P. intermedia, as potential 

periodontal pathogens. This was felt to be an advantage, as results could be compared 

to those obtained by other investigators. P. endodonralis was selected for study as it is 

believed to be specific to endodontic disease254
• F. nucleatum and W. recta have been 

included in previous probe studies but were not the focus of attention. Nonetheless, their 

inclusion would allow comparison of results with other reports. E. lentum and P. micros 

were also included, as they have not been extensively examined in probe studies. In 

addition, these two organisms are Gram-positive, while the other five are Gram-negative. 

Also, the attempt was undertaken to examine a variety of organisms with. differing 

characteristics. It was also desirable to compare cross reactivity among the three related 

organisms (formerly Bacteroides) and the four non-relat~d organisms (i.e. if much cross 
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reactivity between related species but not between non-related, probes might be useful 

for detection on a genus basis-"genotypic characterization may be more reliable than the 

use of phenotypic characters, which can vary between strains or with test conditions" 253
.) 

As stated above, results of studies cited would indicate the possible potential for 

use of whole genomic probes with endodontic samples as well as for periodontal samples. 

Use of whole genomic probes was a logical first step for testing feasibility of 

using DNA probes in endodontic studies at all. Due to the small possible numbers of 

organisms present and/or isolated in endodontic samples?, a probe as sensitive as possible 

for initial testing was indicated. When using traditional DNA-DNA hybridization 

techniques, whole-genomic probes are the most sensitive because the entire genome is 

used for possible hybridization sites248
• Also, when the entire genome is utilized, there 

is no need to isolate specific sequences or to clone probes. 

Probes labeled with 32P were used rather than biotin labeled probes because they 

are more sensitive231
•
201

• However, nucleotides labeled with 32P are expensive, difficult 

to handle, potentially dangerous, require special equipment and pose disposal problems. 

One of the major problems encountered is the short shelf life of the probe. With a half

life of only 14 days, 32P-labeled probes cannot be stored. All experiments must be 

conducted within about a week's time at any given stage201
• This not only leads to 

increased cost and problems with time management, but also prevents quick checks of 

procedures or immediate testing of samples. Samples must be stored until enough are 

collected to make a hybridization experiment economically feasible. These factors would 
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make 32P-labeled probes impractical for use on a larger scale for routine clinical testing. 

However, since only a small number of organisms might be recovered in samples and 

other variables of pulpal environment were untested, we wished to use the most sensitive 

possible probe. If 32P-labeled probes were able to readily detect organisms in pulpal 

samples with strong signals, future tests with non-radioactive labeled probes would be 

warranted. 

It is estimated that a single paper point inserted into a periodontal pocket will 

contain approximately 106 cultivable cells255
• As the periodontal microflora also 

consists of multiple organisms, the number of any one species isolated may be close to 

or less than levels detectable by DNA probes. If one organism predominates, it may be 

possible to detect this organism, but to be unable to ·detect other organisms present. 

Obtaining a sufficient cell sample size might be even more difficult with 

endodontic sampling74
• Endodontic samples are usually obtained with paper points or 

with endodontic files or reamers placed into a canal. Teeth undergoing endodontic 

treatment vary greatly in gross canal contents. Teeth diagnosed as vital, but needing root 

canal treatment due to irreversible inflammation may contain inflamed, but intact tissue. 

By necessity, sampling would include active instrumentation with files or reamers to 

dislodge tissue from canal walls. Samples obtained would include connective tissue, 

neural tissue and blood as well as bacterial contaminants. The presence of these 

components might interfere with binding of probes or contribute to non-specitic binding. 

In addition, it 
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would seem likely that the ratio of bacteria per volume of sample would be fairly low 

as bacteria do not thrive in vital pulp tissue. 

Endodontic disease is progressive, and treatment may be initiated at any stage. 

This means that the.tissue within the canal may be anywhere along the spectrum from 

intact tissue, through necrotic disintegrated tissue debris, to canals that appear "empty" 

and dry upon entry. While periodontal sampling is done in a sulcus filled with crevicular 

fluid, endodontic sampling is performed in these varying environments. Even if 

sampling is restricted to necrotic cases, the canal contents vary greatly in amount of 

tissue remaining, condition of tissue, "wetness" of canals, and whether suppuration is 

present. 

There is the additional variable of canal size and morphology, which affects both 

the total possible volume of tissue as well as access to the tissue. Endodontic pathogens 

may also be present along canal walls, in irregularities and dentinal tubules. In order to 

collect these organisms, filing of walls and collection of infected debris would be 

necessary. Again, this would increase the amount of "extra" tissue, in this case dentin 

filings, included in samples. 

Extraction of DNA is the very important first step in preparation of probes. 

Johnson256 states that "a lot more time is probably spent just isolating the nucleic acids 

than doing the interesting experiments" and that "the disruption of the bacterial cells can 

be a very frustrating technical problem, and at times it has perhaps dictated whether or 

not a group of organisms was investigated". He also states that "the isolation of nucleic 
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acids can be considered as a scientific practice, but at times it seems to approach an art. 

As a result, there have been published many variations of a few basic methods." 

These statements were indeed found to be prophetic. In the present study, a great 

deal of time and effort was devoted to attempting to extract high molecular weight DNA 

from the test organisms. A modification of the method of Chirgwin et al.257 utilizing 

guanidinium isothiocyanate was initially attempted. A single extraction method useful 

for all test organisms was desireable and this method has been reported as a convenient 

method for isolation of high-molecular-weight DNN56
• This procedure was used with 

P. intermedia, P. gingiva/is, F. nucleatum and W. recta. However, only microgram 

quantities of DNA were isolated from 500 ml cultures. For this reason, other extraction 

methods were tested. 

The extraction method of Marmur14
, utilizing SDS with or without lysozyme pre

treatment of cells, was initially attempted, because successful results were reported by 

other investigators122
•
233

•
235 The yield of W. recta was extremely low, while yields of P. 

endodontalis, P. gingiva/is, P. intem1edia and F. nucleatum were low. This method was 

not successful with the two Gram-positive organisms, P. micros and E. lentum, which 

were not lysed. 

Next, the method of Beji et al·215 was tested. This method, using 0.03 M NaOH 

and 25% SDS, was successful for P. endodontalis, P. gingiva/is, P. intermedia and F. 

nucleatum. This is a rapid and convenient procedure which produces good DNA yields. 

Nonetheless, this procedure was unsuccessful with P. micros, E. lentum, or W. recta. 
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A series of modifications of the two extraction methods were then tested on P. 

micros, E. lentum and W. recta. Concentrations of lysozyme, SDS, and NaOH were 

each increased independently, as were incubation times. None of the modifications 

attempted were successful with P. micros or E. lentum, however, a good yield of DNA 

was successfully extracted from W. recta when the method of Beji et a!. was used 

without the addition of 0. 03 M NaOH. In essence, this consisted of a very brief 

exposure of the cells to concentrated 25% SDS with subsequent addition of saline-EDT A. 

Although the extraction procedure of Marmur214 also includes the addition of 25% SDS, 

this is in a solution of 25 ml saline-EDT A, which produces an effective concentration of 

only 2% SDS. This concentration was apparently not sufficient to lyse the W. recta 

cells, even with lysozyme pretreatment. 

Cells refractory to lysis by conventional methods may be made more susceptible 

by adding either ampicillin or glycine218
•
219 to the growth media when culturing cells for 

DNA extraction. P. micros and E. lentum cells were cultured with the addition of 50 p.g 

ampicillin per milliliter media prior to extraction attempts219
, however, no lysis was 

observed. The minimum inhibitory concentration of glycine was determined for P. 

micros and E. lentum by plating on media containing concentrations of glycine from 2-

5%. Cells were then grown in medium containing 20% sucrose, with the addition of 

glycine at 1 to 0.25% less than the minimum inhibitory concentration 48 hours prior to 

harvest219
• Again, extraction procedures were unsuccessful. 
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Smith et al.231 reported extraction of DNA from P. micros strain F JH20 using 

SDS, proteinase K and hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide (CTAB), but no success 

when using guanidine hydrochloride (GHCL). These results could not be duplicated with 

the P. micros strain 23195 or with E. lentum. It should be noted that the reported level 

of DNA extracted from P. micros was low in comparison to most other organisms tested 

in the Smith et al. study231
, and that the level of contaminating protein amongst the 

highest. 

Van Huynh et al. 216 reported that Gram-positive cells are more refractory to 

lysozyme than Gram-negative cells. They also reported that enzymes whose activity is 

not affected by substitutions of glycan residues and by the variations in the peptide 

composition as it occurs in several bacterial walls may be more effective in lysing cells. 

Alpha-amylase, mutanolysin, achromopeptidase, hyaluronidase and dimethyl sulfoxide 

have all been utilized for extraction of DNA from Gram-positive cells. P. micros and 

E. lentum were incubated with dimethyl sulfoxide in ET buffer, with the addition of 0.2 

N NaOH and 1% SDS, according to Van Huynh216
, with no success. Once again, a 

variety of concentrations and incubation times were tested and lysis was not achieved. 

Barsotti eta!. 217 reported successful extraction of DNA from Actinomyces utilizing 

incubation of cells with lysozyme and achromopeptidase prior to phenol extraction. This 

procedure was attempted with P. micros and E. lentum, with no success. Again, 

modifications of the procedure were attempted in the present study, by varying 

concentrations and incubation times. In addition, incubation with SDS and proteinase K 
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for an additional 18 hours was performed immediately after incubation with lysozyme 

and achromopeptidase, rather than following phenol extraction. Small amounts of DNA 

were extracted from both P. micros and E. lentum using the procedure with altered 

sequence. By increasing the concentration of SDS from 0.2% to 2%, large quantities of 

DNA were successfully extracted using only chloroform/isoamyl alcohol extraction. 

It should be noted that each procedure, whether successful or not, was repeated 

at least three times to eliminate the possibilities of errors in execution, elimination of 

steps, etc., and to ensure the reproducibility of successful experiments. 

A three-step approach was taken for evaluation of the whole genomic probes. 

The first step involved specificity testing, to assess the amount of possible cross-reactivity 

with heterologous organisms which might be encountered when testing samples. For this 

step, membranes were prepared with serial dilutions of the same extracted DNA which 

was to be used for probe preparation. In this way, the maximum reactivity (a labeled 

probe reacting with homologous DNA at varying concentrations) could be compared to 

reactions of the same probe to DNA of heterologous organisms. By using extracted 

DNA as the target, possible interactions with tissue products were avoided. With the use 

of entire bacterial genomes, it would be expected that there would be a great deal of 

cross-reactivity between related organisms, such as the three strains of Bacteroides, 

however, if autoradiographic signals were much weaker for heterologous organisms at 

lower DNA concentrations than for homologous organisms, the probes still might be 

useful for testing at clinical levels of organisms235
• 
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Sensitivity testing was the next stage of evaluation. Since the purpose was to 

assess probes for use in testing for the presence of cells in' clinical samples, it was 

necessary to determine the lowest number of cells detectable by the probes under ideal 

conditions (i.e. no possible interference from tissue). Serial dilutions of whole cell 

cultures were lysed with 0.4M NaOH and spot blotted onto nylon membranes in the same 

manner as would be used for clinical samples. Dilutions from 106 to 102 cells were 

chosen as 106 cells has been indicated to be the approximate total number of cells 

obtained in one paper point sample in periodontal sampling255 and I 02 cell is the lowest 

detectable limit reported for 32P-labeled whole-genomic probes122 • Therefore, any probe 

not exhibiting a sensitivity level of at least I 06 cells would be unsuitable for direct testing 

of clinical samples. 

The third phase of testing was to assess the potential of the probes for use on 

clinical samples. It was particularly desirable to assess any interferences to binding due 

to the presence of tissue, as well as to evaluate any non-specific binding due to the 

presence of vital or necrotic tissue. For this reason, test samples were recovered from 

clinically normal, vital teeth extracted for prosthodontic or periodontal reasons. As 

normal pulpal tissue should not have bacterial contaminants, these samples would act as 

a negative control for non-specific binding of probe. 

A second normal pulp tissue sample was split into two portions, and I Cf bacterial 

cells of the same strain as the DNA probe to be tested for were added to one portion. 

The same number of bacterial cells were also spot blotted alone next to this sample. By 
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examining the reactivity of the two bacterial cell samples, it could be determined if there 

was any difference in binding in the presence of tissue. As before, the first tissue portion 

would act as a negative control for non-specific binding or the presence of any 

contaminant. Due to the variety of pulpal conditions in endodontic disease, two pulpal 

samples from patients diagnosed with irreversible pulpitis were tested, as were three 

pulpal samples from patients diagnosed with necrotic pulps. In addition, since the number 

of possible bacterial cells per sample were unknown, each of two samples were divided 

into seven portions. One portion from each sample was placed on each of the seven 

membranes to be tested by each of the seven probes. Samples of irreversibly inflamed 

pulp and necrotic pulp were obtained both in vivo and in vitro to increase the available 

sample number. Sampling was performed immediately after extraction, in the same 

manner as clinical sampling, and since cell viability was not essential, it was not 

anticipated that results would differ between the two groups. Visible reactivity was not 

obtained for any of these samples, therefore, no differences between samples obtained 

in vivq or in vitro were observed. 

A spot of extracted bacterial DNA homologous to the labeled probe to be used 

was also placed on the membrane as a positive control to check the spot blotting, 

hybridization and autoradiography techniques. 

As there is no immobilization procedure uniformly applicable to all types of 

filtef-18
, spot blotting of samples was performed as directed by the manufacturers of 

the membranes. Hybridization conditions were chosen to enhance specificity. A single, 
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stringent protocol which would work for all probes was desired. Stringency of 

hybridization conditions depends on the temperature at which the reaction is carried out. 

The higher the temperature, the more stringent the conditions. The more stringent the 

conditions, the more closely matched probe and target sequences must be to achieve 

hybridization. 

For well matched hybrids, hybridization is usually carried out at about 68°C in 

aqueous solution259
• Whole genomic probe.s with the potential for much cross-reactivity, 

particularly between related species, were being used. Therefore, very stringent 

conditions were needed to minimize cross reactivity. For this reason,. the hybridization 

reactions were carried out at 65°C. Following hybridization of membranes with labeled 

probes, washing was carried out to remove unhybridized probe and to dissociate unstable 

hybrids. The temperature and salt concentration of the washing solution determine which 

hybrids will be dissociated. In general, washing should be under stringent conditions, 

usually at 65-70°C for well-matched hybrids260
• 

Each wash is carried out with decreasing salt concentration, as the lower the salt 

concentration, the more stringent the wash. Membranes were washed twice with 

concentrations of 5% SDS and twice with concentrations of I% SDS. These conditions 

did appear to be very favorable for the specificity testing. As sensitivity levels were 

higher for most organisms than those reported by other investigators, the stringent 

hybridization and washing conditions may have been at least partially responsible. If the 

goal of hybridization is accurate identification of organisms, however, specificity may 
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have a greater priority than sensitivity. Sensitivity of 32P-labeled probes is also difficult 

to assess as increases in probe DNA or autoradiography exposure time always increases 

sensitivity209
• 

It has been argued that a DNA probe exhibiting cross-reactivity with a 

heterologous species at a level of 105 cells but not at 1 Ql cells could be used for testing 

clinical samples if it does react strongly with its homologous species at 103 cells. For 

example, if a sample containing P. intermedin gives a low positive signal with a P. 

gingivnlis probe, but a strong positive signal with a P. intermedin probe, the sample 

would not be assumed to contain low levels of P. gingiva/is233
• This reasoning is sound 

if it is assumed that only one of the species tested for is present. It would seem logical, 

however, that even if the sample membrane were tested with one organism, stripped, and 

tested with another to compare signals, it would be impossible to determine if the weak 

signal was due to cross reactivity with the organism whose own probe produced a strong 

signal, or whether the second organism was also present in smaller numbers, producing 

a weak signal. It would also be possible that the weak signal was due to cross reactivity 

with a third related microorganism. 

It is also interesting to note that reported levels of cross reactivity between 

organisms varies, as does the amount of cross reactivity observed depending on which 

organism is used as a probe. Strzempko et al. 235 reported cross reactivity between their 

P. intermedin probe and P. gingiva/is cell lysates at 105 cells, but no cross reactivity 

when a P. gingiva/is probe was used against P. intermedia celllysates at the same level, 
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however, did not discuss reasons for this variability. This study also found differences 

in cross reactivity levels between two organisms depending on which was used as a 

probe. It would seem logical that if two organisms display cross reactivity, the same 

level of cross reactivity would be observed no matter which organisms was used as the 

target and which as the probe. However, there are many potential areas for variability 

throughout the experimental procedure. These include target concentration, probe 

concentration, specific activity of probe, membrane, nick translation, incubation and 

washing times and autoradiographic exposure. Targets consisted of extracted DNA 

samples or cells. Concentration of extracted DNA was determined by spectrophotometric 

readings. Although DNA was allowed to equilibrate for 24 hours prior to these readings, 

concentrated solutions of high molecular weight DNA can be quite viscous, making it 

difficult to measure the concentration accurately261
• It is possible, therefore, that target 

concentrations of DNA of cross reacting bacterial species were not exactly the same, 

leading to signals of different intensities. Similarly, as concentrations of bacterial cells 

were determined through averages of serial dilutions, concentrations determined for 

original stock cultures cotild be in error. Probe concentration was a variable in this 

study. As amount of probe used per labeling was selected based on a specific activity 

of 1.5 X 107 cpm/10 ml hybridization buffer, the volume of labeled DNA added to the 

hybridization buffer varied, as the specific activity of each sample varied in cpm/1'1. Due 

to the large probe excess in _even the smallest volume, this was not expected to affect the 

signal obtained. As increasing the concentration of probe in solution will increase the 
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initial rate of hybridisation at the filter and the proportion of filter-bound sequences in 

duplex261
, if hybridization time is short, an initial difference in rate of hybridization could 

result in different signals. Another possible variable is the membrane used. It has been 

noted that there may be a difference in binding efficiency in different batches of the same 

brand of nylon membrane261
• The process of nick translation involves a somewhat 

random insertion of labeled nucleotides throughout the genome. This process results in 

labeled fragments of variable lengths as well as unlabeled fragments which are removed 

in the Sephadex column. It is possible that the process of nick translation may result in 

more labeled fragments with complementary sequences when the DNA of one organism 

is labeled than when the DNA of the related organism is labeled, merely by chance. 

This would not only explain the differences observed when probe/target organisms are 

reversed, but would also help to explain the different levels of probe sensitivity reported 

by different investigators with the same organisms. This random labeling may also result 

in different sensitivity levels observed with probes labeled at different times, even if 

prepared from the same DNA source. It is also possible that some differences in 

reported cross reactivity result from use of different strains. For example, Strzempko, 

et al.235 used P. gingiva/is 25611, as did the present study. However, they used P. 

intermedia FDC 581 rather than P. intermedia 25611, which was used in the present 

study. Incubation and washing times were constant in this study, as were 

autoradiographic exposure times. As increasing exposure time will increase the signal 

obtained, sensitivity levels in this study might have been effectively increased. It is 
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difficult to compare results with those of other investigators, as varying exposure times 

have been reported. For example, Strzempko et al. 261 reported use of exposure times of 

18 to 36 hours. However, they did not indicate whether all hybridizations were 

conducted at varying times or some reactions were observed after longer incubation 

periods. 

It was also observed that differences in levels of cross reactivity occurred in this 

study when DNA only controls in sensitivity tests were compared with DNA only 

samples in specificity tests. For example, no reaction was observed with P. endodontalis 

probes on E. lentum target DNA during specificity testing. However, the E. lentum 

control DNA-only spot did demonstrate a weak signal when probed with P. endodontalis 

during sensitivity testing. As mentioned above, these differences may be a natural 
l 

occurrence with the use of whole genomic probes, as evidenced by the variable results 

reported by other investigators. When labeling an entire genome by nick translation, the 

number and position of inserted labels may vary, creating probes with variable affinities 

for binding to target DNA. In this study, probes for specificity testing and for sensitivity 

testing were labeled in at different times, in separate nick translation reactions. As 

indicated above, the target sample preparation was also different in the two testing 

procedures, one utilizing dot-blotting of DNA and the other using direct spot-blotting and 

alkaline lysis of samples and DNA. It is possible that binding of a particular sample to 

the membrane may be dependent on the technique used. 
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It should be noted that a great deal of variability in signal was observed when the 

direct spot-blotting procedure was utilized. This procedure involves the use of large 

volumes of liquid in the apparatus wells and it was observed that drying of the 

membranes under vacuum could be a lengthy procedure and the time required was 

variable. It is possible that prolonged exposure to the NaOH may have resulted in 

excessive denaturing of the control DNA. It was also noted that smearing of samples 

occurred if membranes were not allowed to fully dry before removing from the 

apparatus. It is also possible that cells were variably lysed by this procedure. If cell 

concentrations are accurate, sensitivity levels are determined on the assumption that DNA 

is released from all cells and is available as a target. If the direct NaOH lysis of cells 

is variable between organisms or even within a species, sensitivity levels will vary and 

cannot be accurately assessed. 

The variables in the test procedures would appear, in themselves, to be a 

drawback to use in clinical testing. As test samples would be very small, by neccesity, 

a single test would be conducted. Problems with the apparatus, test conditions or 

inherent variables in probe sensitivity and specificity would appear to make any results 

obtained questionable. 

Cross reactivity was not observed between labeled probes and human DNA nor 

was non-specific binding to tissue products in any negative controls. As stated, these 

samples consisted of normal, vital tissue. Although necrotic tissue has very different 

characteristics than normal tissue which may cause interferences with binding or probe 
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or non-specific binding, necrotic tissue samples alone were not considered to be controls. 

This is because it would not be possible to determine if any binding observed was due 

to the presence of organisms homologous to the probe, cross reactivity, or non-specific 

binding. Conversely, if binding was not seen, it would be impossible to determine if 

there were no organisms present at detectable levels or if the tissue was interfering with 

binding. However, as there was no observation of any visible signal with the necrotic 

tissue samples tested with any of the seven labeled probes, it is reasonable to conclude 

that the presence of necrotic tissue does not lead to non-specific binding of 32P-labeled 

probes. 

Since binding to clinical test samples was not observed with any of the seven 

labeled probes, it is possible that inflamed or necrotic tissue may interfere with binding 

of probe. It is also possible that the bacterial species tested for was not present in the 

sample, or that the specific strain was not present in the sample. As probes were made 

from one ATCC strain per species rather than from strains isolated from clinical samples, 

it is possible that they did not possess enough homology with related strains present in 

samples to display a visible reaction. Organisms may also not have been present in 

sufficient numbers to be detectable with the probes. Use of culturing as a control in any 

future studies would help to address this question, although the stated traditional 

problems associated with culturing make only a comparison of techniques possible. In 

this study, in vitro sampling was intentionally performed identically to clinical sampling. 

Studies incorporating different sampling methods, ie splitting teeth and removing entire 
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canal contents, as well as using larger numbers of samples and testing samples with 

multiple probes could be conducted in order to more thoroughly assess the potential for 

use of DNA probes in endodontic research. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the present study would indicate that 32P-labeled whole genomic 

probes may lack the specificity necessary for accurate identification of endodontic 

pathogens, particularly beyond the genus level. It would also appear that these probes 

lack the sensitivity necessary to detect organisms at the levels present in pulp tissue 

samples and are therefore not suitable for use in direct testing of endodontic samples. 
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